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MILLIMETER WAVE ATTENUATION IN MOIST AIR:q LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS
-.*9.i

Hans J. Liebe

ABSTRACT

Experiments were performed with a millimeter wave resonance-spectrometer

capable of measuring absolute attenuation rates a (dB/km) by water vapor up to

saturation pressures. Vapor (e) and air (p) pressures were varied at constant

temperature and set frequency. Anomalous absorption behavior (i.e., high rates c,

extreme temperature dependences, hystereses in pressure and temperature cycles)

could be identified as being caused largely by instrumental condensation effects.

Uncorrupted data at 138 GHz display, in addition to air-broadening (- ep), a strong

self-broadening component (- e2). Based upon these results, a practical atmos-

pheric millimeter wave propagation model (MPM) was formulated that predicts

attenuation, delay and noise properties of moist air over a frequency range

of 1 to 1000 GHz and a height range of 0 to 100 km. The main spectroscopic data

base consists of 48 02 and 30 H20 local absorption lines complemented by continuum

spectra for dry air and water vapor. Model input relies upon distributions of

meteorological variables along an anticipated radio path. These variables are

pressure, temperature, and relative humidity for moist air; suspended droplet

concentration for haze, fog, cloud conditions; and a rain rate. In special cases,

trace gas concentrations for ozone and carbon monoxide and the geomagnetic field

strength can be added.

The research leading to an MPM was reported in 17 publications and is sum-

marized in this report. Theoretical foundations, experimental verifications, and

typical radio path behaviors have been addressed. Good agreement was obtained t-.9

.. p. between predicted and measured data (20 to 337 GHz) from both laboratory and field
experiments. Implications of the MPM with respect to older modeling codes and'

needed future work are discussed briefly.
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1. THE EXCESS WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION PROBLEM

Communication systems and sensing devices operating in the millimeter wave

(MMW) range are attractive to military planners since weapon deployment has to be

assured during periods of adverse weather and in disturbed environments. An

optimum trade-off between atmospheric obscurations and angular resolution can be

achieved in the frequency range between f = 90 and 350 GHz, where propagation

is restricted by:

• molecular absorption due to oxygen and water vapor;
* mass concentrations of suspended particles (haze, fog, dust, etc.);
. precipitation effects (rain, wet snow).

The main problem studied during this research effort was predicting correct

attenuation rates by moist air,

+ av dB/km

Dry air attenuation ad' mainly due to oxygen, always makes a contribution which is

calculated with the model detailed in [5]. The line-by-line summation in the

model includes overlap effects of the 60 GHz absorption band and nonresonant 02

* - plus pressure-induced N2 absorption.

Water vapor attenuation av depends on absolute humidity v(g/m 3) which, in

turn, is limited by relative humidity RH (%) [3]. Its origin lies in the absorp-

tion lines of H20 vapor which number in the thousands. In principle, av can beWv
evaluated from a line-by-line summation of all line features, each contributing at

a given frequency as prescribed by a line shape function [9]. In practice, the

problem is reduced to an evaluation of local line contributions to which a

continuum c is added, accounting for excess absorption not covered by the limited

line data base; that is,

av a Z + ac dB/km

The MMW frequency range has four atmospheric windows [11] where contributions

by a c can be as high as 90 percent of a v. The excess has been a major source of

uncertainty in the correct modeling of moist air attenuation .

Basic physical principles underlying the attenuation rate a are difficult to

deduce from measurements in the actual atmosphere. Reliability, precision, and

scale of supporting meteorological data compromise the quality of most field

observations. Controlled experiments simulate atmospheric conditions, thus pro-

viding test cases for studying specific loss contributions in isolation. Results

-2-
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4 4. from such laboratory experiments led to the formulation of a water vapor continuum

spectrum ac" The continuum together with 30 local H20 absorption lines forms the

basis for an atmospheric millimeter wave propagation model. The contribution ac

' *. has been tentatively identified to be a far wing response of the H20 spectrum

above 1 THz [16].

2. MILLIMETER WAVE ATTENUATION BY MOIST AIR

* The most important result of this research is a practical atmospheric milli-

*meter wave propagation model (MPM) based upon meteorological input variables [14].

- The MPM predicts attenuation a (dB/km) and dispersive delay B (ns/km) up to 1000 GHz.

Interrelationsbetween radio wave propagation and geophysical properties of water

vapor are a complex problem as outlined in a comprehensive overview [3] (see

Appendix). As the work progressed, various theoretical, analytical and experimental

efforts followed, addressing separate topics within the framework set by this review.

Overall, a total of 17 publications [l]-[17], 8 internal reports [18]-[25], work by

the P.I. on 4 related problems [26]-[29], and 15 presentations have been produced
.-.. 9

S"." in order to come to grips with moist air as a propagation medium for millimeter
waves.

"- 2.1 Theory

' iTheoretical consultant for the project was the well-known molecular physicist,

* i Professor M. Mizushima of the University of Colorado. He recalculated the rota-

tional spectrum of H20 for quantum numbers J:S16 in the vibrational ground state

(v = 0) and the rotational spectrum of 02 including vibrationally excited states

(v = 0,1,2), and applied the results to predict atmospheric transparency up to

frequencies of 1000 GHz [9], [10] (see Appendix). A detailed computer code is

available in FORTRAN IV. Some new ideas with regard to collision-broadened line

shapes were outlined [19], and contributions to excess absorption were estimated

by possible, though very weak, electric dipole transitions in isotopic species of

. N2 and 02 [20].

LA

.* 2.2 Modeling

* Modeling reduces the theoretical complications of describing interactions

between MMW's and atmospheric molecules to a parametric presentation of engineering

utility. It runs the gamut from meteorological observables assessing the absorber

population within a radio path, through specific attenuations, to experimental and

-3-
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p"
theoretical aspects. Intricate "molecule-by-molecule," "line-by-line," and "layer-

by-layer" calculation procedures have been converted into a simple computer code.

The outcome of observations can be predicted provided the geophysical variables

are available. In general, agreement with experimental data at frequencies between

20 and 337 GHz is within limits of their stated uncertainty (typically better than

± 10 percent).

The following provides guidance to the output of the modeling effort: -

millimeter wave propagation model MPM, latest version - [14];

program descriptions of the MPM - [18], [14], [127

local line model (30 H20 and 48 02 lines) - [4], [E _

water vapor continuum absorption (see Appendix A4) - [11], [13], [15], [1E

simplifications of the MPM - [12], [1.

applications of the MPM - [7], [8], [11], [13], [14], [23], [24], [27]-[29j.

A typical graphical output of the MPM is shown in Figure 1. When examining the

attenuation rates a, as listed in Table 1 for "window" and "line" (185 GHz) fre-

quencies, on a per g/m3 concentration (v) basis, one notices in Figure 2 striking

differences between the old, Gaut-Reifenstein-based model [11] and MPM predictions.

Discrepancies at warmer temperatures T are caused mainly by a v2-dependence of the

continuum ac (see Eq. 29 - p. A27) which are amplified by the strong temperature

( T17 ) dependence of vs (100% RH).

2.3 Experiment

The experiment consists of a millimeter wave resonance spectrometer and an

integrated humidity simulator. The instrument is capable of measuring absolute

electromagnetic properties (attenuation, dispersion, refraction) of moist air for

relative humidities between 0 and 100% RH [16] (Appendix). An insulated box con-

tains a high-vacuum stainless steel vessel, which houses a temperature-controlled

mini-lake (10 cm across) and the radio test path. MMW signals around 35 and 140 GHz

have been employed over equivalent free-space path lengths between 350 and 150 m;

temperatures are controlled to better than 1/100 of a degree Celsius; pressure

ranges over seven orders of magnitude (103 to 10-4 mb); and relative humidity is

varied between 0 and 100 percent. Data acquisition is computerized, with a choice

of operational modes covering time scales from 10 seconds to many days. The reson-

ance signal that carries the absorption information is detected with a digital

waveform analyzer.

Mechanical design details are given in [21] and results of tests on tem-

perature-vs-humidity performance are presented in [22]. The millimeter wave

%
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Figure 1. MPM predictions of specific attenuation a (dB/km) for dry and moist
*air, including fog (about 300 m visibility) and rain events [14].

sources [that is; klystrons centered at 35 GHz (OKI 35Vli), at 73 GHz (OKI 7OVlIA),
* - and at 139 GHz(VARIAN VJC 715S), and a Gunn oscillator centered at 92 GHz (MYCRON)]

operated CW in a phase-locked mode with 10 kHz resolution, or frequency-stepped
'. under program control. In addition, a free running swept-frequency mode was

provided. A tripler (MYCRON, 6P2 diode) generated 73 x 3 =220 GHz power in
" amounts between 0.5 and 2 mW. Performance curves are given in Figure 3. The

"* tripler varactor diode failed repeatedly (6 times, so far). Consequently, we have

,-. not yet been able to perform moist air attenuation measurements at 220 GHz. Some
circuit details of the phase-lock loops are shown in Figure 4.
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Table 1.

Predicted specific attenuation a (dB/km) of sea level air (p = 1013 mb)
at various relative humidities RH (%) and temperatures T(K) for five

millimeter wave frequencies f (GHz) [14].

Specific Attenuation -

f T vs  100% RH 75% RH 50% RH 25% RH 0% RH.-

35 GHz K g/m 3  dB/km
300 25.49 0.399 0.275 0.172 0.090 0.028
290 14.31 0.207 0.153 0.105 0.065 0.031 "
280 7.65 0.119 0.095 0.073 0.052 0.034
270 3.87 0.079 0.068 0.057 0.047 0.038

95 GHz
300 2.239 1.475 0.853 0.375 0.040

290 1.052 0.729 0.453 0.225 0.044
280 0.521 0.381 0.242 0.142 0.048
270 0.277 0.216 0.157 0.103 0.053

140 GHz
300 5.027 3.303 1.894 0.800 0.021
290 2.346 1.608 0.975 0.447 0.023
280 1.126 0.804 0.513 0.253 0.025
270 0.556 0.411 0.275 0.147 0.027

185 GHz
300 77.27 58.24 39.04 19.63 0.016
290 45.98 34.59 23.14 11.61 0.017
280 26.00 19.54 13.05 6.55 0.018
270 13.90 10.44 6.97 3.50 0.019

220 GHz
300 13.08 8.63 4.97 2.10 0.018
290 6.16 4.23 2.56 1.16 0.019 ..

280 2.97 2.11 1.34 0.64 0.021
270 1.45 1.06 0.70 0.35 0.022

Curve ID (Figure 2) 1 2 3 4 Dry Air
(Figure 1) 3 - 2 -

.-6
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Figure 2. Specific water vapor attenuation av per unit concentration v(g/m 3 )

for the conditions listed in Table 1.
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Parametric studies of the attenuation rate c were performed. Experimental

variables are frequency f, total pressure P, temperature T, and humidity v(RH).

* Absolute attenuation due to water vapor and moist gas mixtures has been measured up

to saturation pressures (RH = 100%) and void of the instrumental (condensation)

* errors plaguing earlier measurements. Hysteresis effects in cycles of relative

.- humidity (Fig. 11, p. A13) indicated condensation on the spectrometer mirrors and

resulted in highly erroneous attenuation values. A large body of earlier data had

to be disqualified because of this. Slight, localized heating (+ 1°C) of the

mirrors and a double-sealed coupling iris cured the problem.

"* Laboratory results in support of the MPM are reported in [1], [6], [13],

[15], [16], [17], [21], [22], [24], and [26]. Measurements at 35 GHz [26] proved

to be inconclusive since moist air attenuation a is relatively weak (Table 1).

Measurements at 96 GHz were performed with a well calibrated horizontal radio path,

27 km long and operated in Boulder, CO (h = 1.5 km) [14], [24d]. Most of the data

*in support of the new continuum c were taken at 138 GHz [16].
c'

-' 2.4 Needed Future Work

Two shortcomings of the propagation model MPM lie in

• the missing confirmation of the physical origin for the water
continuum c and

" an oversimplified treatment of opaque atmospheric conditions
caused by haze, fog, clouds, dust, smoke, etc.

*Additional parametric studies of the water vapor continuum absorption for self-

and air-broadening should be performed at high relative humidities (RH = 80 to 100%),

different temperatures (T = 270 to 320 K), and total pressures (P = 100 to 1500 mb)

at the two window frequencies, f = 140 and 220 GHz (see Table 1). Artificial aerosol

populations of known chemical composition and concentration can be added to study

their growth/evaporation behavior as a function of humidity.

The pressure-broadened water vapor absorption line centered at 183.3 GHz

might be included in the parametric laboratory studies to obtain accurate strength,

width, shift, shape data, which are particularly important to remote sensing

applications.

We suspect that this source of instrumental error also affected results reported
by other workers, thus contributing to the many inconsistencies of reported water
vapor excess absorption [3].

-9-
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PREFACE

This volume contains the technical proceedingsi of the International Workshop Deepak. Institute fr Atmospheric Optics and Remote Sensing O FAORS).
an Atmospheric Water Vapor held in Vail. Colorado. September 11 -13. 1979. Associate Chairman; L H. Ruhnke. Naval Research Laboratory (%NRLI.

The workshop was organtired to bring together researchers in various related Cochairman; T. D. Wilkerson. University of Maryland. Cochairmnan; K.
5fields to anus the preseint state-of-the-art in meatumese modeling, and isyaweera. National Science Foundation(NSF); P. M. Kuhn. National Oceanic

application of atmospherie water vapor properties and to identtify those and Atmospheric Administration (NOAAI: G. M. Retch. Jet Propulsion
importsus problem in which further effoirt. ta the lnaw futue. is needed for Laboratory (JPL). J. Rogers Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and S.
better understanding of tbe atmosphere itself. and of electrosagntic propa- Tiard. Nationtal Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Head-
ples thog the atopee 00 wdo and eleven sientists fromt waqosoureartaaeRsarhLboaor.sva.i

Unwst.goenetaencies research laboratories, and industry in the The workshopwacopnrebyNvlRsrhLbrtr.NvlAi
4'.United Stases. England. France. Germany. and India attended the Workshop in Systems Command. Office or Naval Research (ONRI. Natioinal Aeronsauttcs

which lusty 'sv papers were presented. Complete texts of thtrty nine Of these anid Space Administration. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
papers and some selected discussions are included in this volume. Federal Avtipn Adminis-tratio'n. National Science Foundation. Uniserstty, of

* .Atmotipheric water vapor plays aa importans role in many atmospheric Maryland. and sh Institute for Atmo~pherse Optics and Remote Sensing.
processes, suh as those related to weather, climate, atmospheric chemistry. The editors wish so acknowledge the enthusisastic support and cooeration of

* radsative transfer. electrooptic imsaging. and resmote sensing. Knowledge of the the members of the Technical Program Committee. session chairmen, speakers.
global distribution of water vapor and its transport. optical properties and paticipants for making this a very stimulating and highly beneficial
(absorption and emission) in the infrared and nmicrowave regions. and influence workshop for everyone. Special thanks are due the authors for their cooperation
a n electromagnetic propagation. we o particular interst to a ide range ofin enabling a prompt publication of the workshop pioceeding. Ititapleasureto

- scientific discipllines. acknowledge the %aluable assistance of IFAORS staff. especially. Sherry Allen.
-The workshop program was divided into seven paper presentation sessionsa. Sue Crotts. and June Ewing, in the smooth organization of the workshop. and

one open discussion and One Panel session01. Thirty invited and fifteen con- H. Mulcahy and Mi. Goodwin in preparing and typing of she manuscripts.
* tribused papers covering she various aspects of atmospheric water vapof WtIC The editors hope this volume will be a useful contribution to the field of

presented in the sewen sessions under the excellent guidance of the sesion atmospheric water vapor and serve at a reference solume for man% years to
c* -jg~ as indiated: S. A. Clough. Optics and Spectroscopy of Water Vapor. conw.

* H. 1. Liebe. Microwave and h-ilimeter Wave Phenomena: G. Mi. Resch.
* Geoastrophysieal Applications: P. M. Kuhn. In Stu Measurements of Water
* Vapor V. E. Derr. Remote Sensing of Water Vapor F. Bass. Meteorology of .4dersh Drpk
* Water Vapor V. Mohnen. Atmospheric Chetmistry and Microphysics of(Water 7thomas D. lkrson

Vapor. The papers discussed the current state of kiowledge. s well &%the results Lothar H. Ruhnir
of the latest instigations in specific aress of research. The moderators for the
open and panel discussionssessions were A. Gebbie and V. Mohnen. respectively.
Ansple time was allowed for discussion following each paper and tn she
discusion sessions. Discussions were recorde and the transcripts post-edited.

To awarea proper representation of major disciplies involved, a Technical
* . Progsa Commttee. composed of the following indmvdsiala. was set uge A.
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Its

Atmospheric Water Vapor. __....._,_.......

A Nemesis for Millimeter Wave Propagation a) Absorption lin, thory . . .. 4. 1), 31

(b) Moist air refraction ... . S. 7. 47-50

(C) Water vapor ab- ,rption . . . 3. 4. 7. 34. 16. 17.

Hans J. Liebe 24. 26

U.S. Department of Commerce (d) Water vapor dlporslon . . . 2, 4. S. 7, 17, 62. 67

National Tolecommmanicatians and Information Administratiton e) Water vapor continuum
Institute for Taleci- icat.ion Siences

Boulder. CQloradO absorpti On ......... ... 12. 16. 21, 22. 24.

26. 21

if) Oxyqen absorption ....... .15. 17, 19. GS

millimeter waves offe an attractive way of solving unique (9) Complete line parameter con-

system problems because of their ability to penetrate clouds. pilation for all atwo-
smorg, delt or fog. Tis makes them a logical choice over .Jectro- spheric mo101u2 ......... 110
optical devices for adverse weather application . Spectral lines
of Oxygen and water vapor ultimately limit the atmospheric trans- known as the 670. Tape,
parencys homte, most applications operate betwen the absorption . IITRAN Model and FASCODS . 10. 14. 25. 29
lines in four window regions (that is, 24 to 48, 72 to 110, 120
eo 360, and 200 to 260 G3s). Observations have established the 4h) Scattering loss by particles 33. 32. 35-37
existence of e es cater vapor absorption (mA), which is meet (I) Dielectric loss of water . 25.27, 12. 102-106
evident in chese windows. Excess ieplies that the effect is not
related to the known spectral properties of the water molecule. Other physical effects, which have been taken Into account in
DA is found to increse in nontrivial manner with humidity and infrared transmission models (9). (20). I1n (23) are,
the discrepancies can be a large as a factor of 10. Several
groupe (most notably at the Appleton Laboratory. UK). have W) Subicron aerosol particles 36. 41. 42
gathered evidence of SIM from laboratory and field observations (1) Growth of subsmicron
and brought forward hypotheees to account for the data.
Oualitative explanations are based on the assumption that water particles in moist air 34-37
molecules in moist air formn larger molecules with a diler being Of a mre speculative nature are considerations of
the first step In a series of stable species. Hydrogm bonding, )s1
ion attraction and attachment of the polar 82 to foreign (a) water divr (M 20) 2 spectra . B, 21. 43. St. 64. 61,
particles (aerosol growth) are the ordering forces coneidered in 69. al. 86, 69 109
the clustering process. An assessment of the current MU picture (n) Water cluster (H20)n , n>2 21. 22. 44
will be given and Avenues of research attacks are dilcussed to
solve th engen in the quantitative deorip im of the inter- (0) Water ion activity ...... .28. 45
action betven, millimeter waves and moist air. The water polymer hypotheses hae the inherent wekness that S

except for the dirar (43). neither definite struct- al observa-
1 Work was partially supported by the U.S. Army Reeee* Offies tions have been made nor millimeter wave spectra calculated. In

under ARO 3O-73. the cases m) to (o), production asnd growth mechanisms (for
example. ion-induced) as well as size and number density distri-
butions have not been Identified for the natural atmospheric
environ.-t-

Measured absorption in the windows W1 to W7 could provide
clues for the understandinq of which basic physical mechanisms
are missing in current models. M"- irnstrUMenrtatlm, such as the

"1. INTRODUCTION dispersion spectrometer (63,65) and the saturation hygrometer
(107), might prove helpful in future investiqations. Available

Atsoopheric water in beth vapor and liquid states is ths experimental results on absolute attenuation rates, path trans-
m.lsor deterrent to an unrestricted exploitation of propagation sittinces, and thermal emission from laboratory 146-111 and field

of nillimeter and, more so, of infrared wavelengths. ror most (73-1l') obqervations in cloudless mist air are generally higher

applications, the operation of ground-based system in limited than values predicted on the basis of molecular absorption alone.
to seven ,indow regions 31 to W7, these being the gaps between It is a fact, even after allovinm for difficulties in measurinq

molecular absorption lines and bands, the highly variable water content quantitatively, that the

absorption by water vapor in the atmospheric transmission windows
Absorption Feattre Region Window Range l to v7 is not completely understood.

2 call t20 ln e -. . . . . . . ..-- -W 24 to 48 Section II of this paper presents the framework for a radio
20 G (0 line W!!6! 2path modeltn4 scheme of which details. such as measurements and

e -G7 0 to 115 G"I vm'dacion. have been published (15.17.19). The model serves as

119 -02 line - -- - --- W3 120 to 165 Gmz a basis for the definition and discussion, in Section IV, of the

163 Gns a 20 line W4 200 310 problem of excess water vapor absorption (EWA) in the light of
experimental data. Section III is devoted to a brief present&-

325 0Hz n 20 line - ------- -- WS 340 to 365 Gs tio of relevant physical properties of atmospheric water vapor.
380 OHs 60 line and 1823 more

M 210 rotational band) ---.-- ---- 6 20 to 35 Till II. EHF RADIO PATH MODELING
6.3 Lae HID band - - ----- .-- 7 60 to 100 Ts illimeter waves traveling through the cloudlese (RM 1 100%)

2. 7 1 20 band atmosphere suffer both deterministic and random variations in

The si attraction Of millimeter vn systems is their amplitude and phase. Radiation is absorbed and refracted by
ability to penetrate the somevhmt opaque allcphere thee. fog, gases and submicron particles. This interaction is modeled with
clouds, dust. maik, light rain) under circumstances In which the intent to predict the following frequency-dependent propaqa-
electro-optical and infrared systems normally fail. Accurate and tion effects: (a) absorptive loss of coherent radiation.
detailed Knowledge of atmospheric transssion is esential to an (b) time of propagation between two points. (cl refractive ray-

evaluation of the advantaeq of millimeter waves over the shorter banding and ductin . (d) generation of incoherent noise, Mnd

wavelengths. (e) scintillitions due to random fluctuations of the medium in

space and time. The array of mathematical and empirical expres-
One ob ective of this paper is to focus attention on un.ooved sions used to compute these various effects is called the

probleme in the construction of a valid model for at ospheric Propagation model. Such a paramterization scheme depends fore-

millimeter we" transmission, subject to the followisO conditions, most on spectroscopic information about kind and number density

Frequency. u 10 to 1000 CKs, with special emphasis on the EMT of absorber species and on their distribution within the path

range. u o 30 to 300 GI(2, altitude, h - 0 to 30 Ima and relative volume.
humidity, RM * 0 to 1 1001. The radio enqineer uses the optical
term "clear" for moist, but unsaturated air (RX < lOOt, and
i snotee hae conditions. Although many constituents contribute A. The Propagation Model .
to the total atmospheric attenuation rate, a (dB#/hm). absorption
in the window is dominated by water vapor and is of greatest con- Complex refractivity M(ppm) is a convenient macroscopic
cen, for practical situations. At present. describing water measure of the interaction between millimeter wave radiation and
vear absorption schaam and relating them to measurable the individual absorbers in moist air. A value of N accounts for

quantities Is partly an mgixricol matter and lacks credibility in the effectiveness and number density of a particular absorber
a genea see. population. Later these dependenca* or* forulated In terms of

meurable quantities. At this point, W is aeeumed to be known

The following interaction effects betwen millimeter waves
md air are all d ted ,e.
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and the bali relations that det'rnine the electromaqnetic
behavior of A radio path MAe witton down. 7%e complex rferc- B. The EHF Refracti vi t of Moist Air
tivity of a gaseous medium in pp

lhe physical state of moist sir I- described byN i - N * DCV • ,,'v1 (1)
dry air pressure (1 kPia - I0 MI) P kPa

cOnsists of thre" components: ne-ely. the freolency independent relative inverse teprratu# (T in 9) t - 300/T (111
refractivity No plus various spectra of refractive dispersion water vapor partial preQ;ure . kPs
Div) And absorption H-t-J). The atmosphere is characterized as a Calculation of the frequency-andT.r-dent refractivity iJn pi in
linear network with both passive and Active properties. The
amplitude and phase response of a plane rado wave travelin the Eq. (1) is straiqhtforward (47-Sn1

distance LOO) and having an initial field strenqgth to is No - 2.509 p t * (41.6 t * 2.31) et (12)
descri1bed by

Swate vapor refractivity is about 16 times more effective, an a
.9 2 t o ap (Ir) (3) per molecule basis, than dry air In qenerating propaqatiofn

a awphenona such as delay, ray bendinq. ductinq. scintillations.
* here etc.

-4
r - j(2w/c) (1 * N • 10 (3) The dispersion contribution in ppm

is the propagation constant of the interveinq medius, c beinq
the speed of liqht. Usually, real and imaqinary parts of m are P(y) - I (S PI) 41.4 at
separated andexpressed as the po er attenuation rate in dB/bm

and the absorption spectrum in p
0- O.12C0IN() () t rj, a *)i * (; * N; (141

and the phase delay rate in radian/e
* . - .O2O9vRZ(NI require further elaboration. rrequency-dependent molecular

000%.( spectra are of two types:

~.- quecy isin ; V~2~ 1)9 (le~~*1. Line spectra of absorpticn F' and of dispersive refrac-

SThe attenuation rate 0 is the noe familiar quantity in tion SF. , havin stren q S in units of kz and shape factors r,

atspheric wa propagation. The phase rate v must be consid- and r* in units of Gnz-lr the suns over i consider millireter

red when it varies spatially (for example, radar pointinq wave lines (see Tables I and 21 of 02 (i - 2 to 4S)- and HzO
%'I (U - 46 to 74). Spectral of the trace giasie 03. CO. 0120, SO2 ,

accuracy. long-baseline interferoetry. maximme dish size for 1I3 . etc.. re n lected (1017.29.3110. %
reflector Antennas. etc .) or with frequency tfor example, band-
wi, adth limitations of a communication channel). Characteristics 2. 0ontinuum water vapor spectrum N due to far-winq
of short, horizontal radio paths nay be approximated by an contributions of very stronq infrared lines. A third term. N;.
averaqe value of N. "ore qenrl path geometries. such as a which is not fully undrstood. was added to the absorltion to
qround-to-satellite link, are treated by dividinq the path into account for contributions other than those of the rotational
seqments havinq quasi-constant N0-values and suinq. The camoo- vtar vapo line spectrum (se Section lV).
lative behavior between the ray points i lad s 2 is expresse in*B by the total attenuation Commn to each spectroscopic feature is an intnity-aqainlt-

frequency distribution function, the shapes r IV) and r'(v).
'2 for h ' 20 kp. the shape functions Are (71(47)

A" u(s) do (6) _(v, -Y) YT - V V) Y"

I* L I2 *Y 2 (v.I 1 +)

or by the transmittame (multiply by 1/10 loq a 0.23026 to 0

convert do to Np and

T * espi-0.230A) (7)

,he medium becomes transparent when T approaches one and, on the
other hand, opaque for I - 0. Tho nonresonant oxygen spectru. i I is discussed in

Ref. 17.
tyThe total phase change for the sme path is given in radians

( ) do (a)

hic' translates into the travel-time in ns of the wave by

""r*t2vV (9)

The path differential de is. in practice, an increment As over
uhich N is quasi-constant. and depends upon the altitude, ho the

*starting angle, 9. from tile Zenith in the case of a slant patho 0
and refractive bending of the ray (Snell's law) due to gradients

,, e/is (19).

Absorption by the atmosphere causes emission spectra. Each 104
* unit of volume maintains thermal equilibrium ith its environment

vi collisions;, henc, the path element ds radiates an equivalent E ,

blacbbody emissin ( I s do. which is reduced by the trans- 0
mi ttance T Is) &long t Ah ofobservation. The resulting I
brightness temperature In K

Ts -~ 0.230 T (s) a(alIris5) ds (10) 02

Window:

is either less than or equal to the ambient temperature T.
Equations (4), (N). and (10) constitute the key by which perfor-ZT29 K
mance limitations of O1W system operating over clear-air prope- A -0 ~
qation paths nay be evaluated. A trarnfer function exhibiting V(/
constant aplltu (A - constant) frequency-linear phase dea y
I(fv) w 01, And no noise (Ty - 0) implies ideal channel behavior.
A broadband signal occupying a frequency Interval AV is distorted x
by t:. u..terministic spectra of Div) and NIv ; in addition , T0 I v y
Imposes detection limitations. An a bonus, the emission spectra 3OG 300C 3T 30T
T afford opportunities to sense remotely the state of the
atmonpare by passive radioestric means (for example. Ref. 39| Feuec*i
and 40).

FZCVNE 1. attenuation rate 'A at see Ie%,*) (h -0 ko. a
1.01A "Oa) Over the frequency range. v * 10 ORE to 30 Tn display-
ing th} efevelops for raezoUm/minIene values Of the rotational

xv lcater vapor Spectr-. Calculated by uSini tie ArCL Tape (10).
,%

, -A3-
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r* •( v) E " vO  v} ' - (v t ) IVery accu~rately mteasured tefrsctlv~ty can serve as a test for thp
. * - 1 (1S) lcy frequency response of theoretcl line *-Ap s app|l to the

Vo IV -V) 2 o - 2 2 rotational M20 spectrum if one is sure of the spectroscopic dat.a

9 base. A more detailed discussion of Eqs. (2 ')Srd (27) follos in

Sect I" rV.
introducing the spectroscopic parameters of center frequency .a.
width Y. Ad overlap interference 1. r' and r' are in unite of 4. Temperature Behavior. A closer look at the spectral line
1/GD . reosnnnse aids in understanding the temterature dependence of Elfr

attenuation and phase dispersion rates in moist air. Line inton-
speoa h 0 a only solated reson rt ltnes are presen ) slties are sensitive to tempereture variation# at various rttes.

-. pr ea ovar a aegehert frequency scale. shutiop (15) and (16) 4 The peak line intensltlce in ppm (eq. (19)) are described by
::reltoe) h iorntoiAn shapes

N (V - V)/(Iv - V)
2  

Y2 (17) S/ 2

":L - 02 (61/a3)IP/tp 1.
0 

') t p 2 1 - W
and (29)

- / 2 )2 Y 2 .(b1/b )9/(p -4.e 1 .t . e 7p l el7 1 1.i 4

. _"- s/(( ) *V (I,, ff00

^ (19 01 .3 .5

a20 b 2 - 2.916 t/(t - 1) 2.76 2..4 2 1.4.
For h ) 40 k.. a further decrease in pressure converts the (see Table 2 1

pressure-broadened Lorentzian into a Doppler-broadened Gaussian 0t2

shape With a different width in kHz of Lines with values lower than those prescribed by Eq. (30)

Yo - 6.20 YO/C (20) increase in intensity when the temperature drops (t 3 1) and vice
V *6.2 versa. A useful approxlation at a fixed frequency is given by

Where a is the molecular weight (e.g., 02, a - 32. t - 1. o(tl - %(300 I) t
y  

(311
-O 60 G;si YU - 65.5 kl).

where the exponent y is obtained by fitting rodel data.
The convolution of Lorentlian and Gaussian shape functions is

called the Voiqt profile, which is governod by the parameter
,/Yo- The Voigt profile is appropriate when this ratio falls in C. The Radio-Path Model
the range between v 10 and 0.1. oumerical evaluation of the The p is assed to be In a spherically stratified ta-
height-dependent complex Voiqt function reuires considerable sphere in which mCd layer is homooeneous. The integral
computational effort (19). epreassions (Eqs. (6) (8) and (10)) are evaluated by the layer-

-rT by-laVer method (19.29) by using numerical integration techniques1.. . mlcroave Specerum of Orwen (O,?-S). The 03 molecule since closed-form slutions are lacking because of the coepilicated

has eltctronic, vibrational. and rotational energy Ie is with Z,

transitions causing spectral lines from the optical to the rIW tMertare height profile.

range. The Elf lines are fine structure transitions between Mean conditions are modeled by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere .
rotational triplet energy levels. All pertinent information on 1976. and in situ data from radiosonde ascents can be promrarmsed
the 02-MS is tabulated, that is. the line parameters have ben in directly. Whatever description of the atmosphere Is employed.
reduced to five coefficients al to a S. which are listed in model or data. it is converted in the computer into a-layers
Table I together with the center frequencies vO (17.15). each having an assigned set of values of p(h). e(h) I e., t(h).
Dependence on atmospheric properties is expressed by Alues for arte calculated by using Eqs. (4). (141 (16) aM

3 (21) to (25) and for V by applying eqs. (5), (12), (13,) (15) and
S - a, p t

3 
espla2 ( - 01I (21) (21) to (25), by the standard Jlno-hv-Jine surerposition (291 and

addi ,ng the continuum 11. (27).
V . a 3 (p * 1.3.) t

0
.
9  

(22)
The radio path Is assumed to be a ray (that is. plane wave

casel, and the general procedure is to calculate the local H(h)
*54 p t

$  
(23) (1) for the programmed altitude grid reporting p. a, t and to

where 8 and V are in kHz and Gf5. respectively. Water vapor store No . O(), and N'(u) separately on file. The ray starts

influences the 02 An thr Eq. (22). at a surface height ho with an elevation snqle S and is guided
n o o eO-S th gh Eq. (22). through the inhomogeneous medium until it reaches the intended

2. Nicrowave Spectrum of Water Vapor. From the JufQ line firal height hl. Refraction is most pronounced at the lowest
para-eter ompilation (10), 1830 "20 lines were read up to 31 IRS heights and causes substantial ray bending when S is close to 00
when % axmsm intensity (V - Vo ) cutoff of 2 x 10

- 3 
dg/ka (tangential path), thus, many fine steps are required initially.

• %(300 K| is app~tld ror the tW canqe, 29 lines isee Table 210must be onsidered explicitly and the rmining ones s ae lup" Modelin g is introduced for the purpose of predicting the mean
isnto a continue far- ng cotrntion. An in i odual line is of Ef propaqation effects and the limits of their variability
tadescribed by from readily available climatological data bases. in order to

descried byapply such a tool In an optimum manner. it is important to con-
- b1 e t 

3
.S exp Ib 2 (1 - 0)l (24) eider the uncertainties in the spectroscopic data and the

y + 1limitations imposed by the numerical calculation procedure.

D. Typical Examples

The exples presented in Figs. I to 7 alost speak for
where S and Yv are in ke and GCZ, respectively. themselves. Figure I is a presentation of the complete rot-

tional water vapor spectrum for a typical sea-level condition.
2. Continuum Water vapor Spectrum. The remaining 1809 It was calculated by using the AFQ. Data Tape (10) rather than

(that is, 1635 - 291 1h2 0 lines make far-ing contributions, they the W model given in socione8 a and C. and serves to demon-
are fitted by (17) strate the very strong (over 6 orders of magnitude) absorption

9 4 due to water vapor in the far-infrared that allows on the low
";.I - 1.9 x 10 p e t (V/30) (26) frequency end just a few window ranses for tranmission.

The continuum absorption X- In ppa is of a magnitude and A more refined model i9 result is depicted in Fig. 2. it
functional form that is mililor to the empirical Gaut-Ftifenstein displays at higher altitudes (h - 16 km) spectral signatures of
expression (11) the trace gases 03, CO, U20, which are not included in the

. 3.1 described model. At tropospheric heights (h - 0 and 4 k). only
• , 5.6 x 10 p * t (/301 (27) lines of H20 and 02 (see markings at bottom of figure) are

important. The figure gives, in essence, a picture of at m-
which wos introduced by Waters (311 and has proven useful to spheric oIecuir abSorption in the millimeter and submilliaetor
other workers (32,108). The far-wtng contributions to refrac- uavelsn!C range. These comptaioens by lurch and dough (34)
tivity of all rotational 130 lines yield With Eq. (12) in Eq. (13) agree Well with reported data and the presented model (Eqs. (27)
the term 41.6 at

2 
(3.4.5). The contribution of the local lines, and (4)) of the water vapor continuum spectrum labeled Ol. The

1 * 46 to 74 to this value is in ppm attenuation rate spans seven orders of magnitude over the)(!requency range Y - 100 to 1000 GH: and altitudes h 0 0 to 16 hes

°(sv (V - )Oll e 4.79 5t
3  

(1 where >9g.5 of the atmospheric water vapor is contained. The
transparency in the Window ranges W2 to VS. which are valleys
hetween the absorption line peaks, Is dominated by the water
vapor continuum O. Figure 2 affirms the doeminent role that

-A4-
d m2
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TABLE 1. Data Base for 016 Spectral Lines in Air up to 2000 GHz

" •-frequmcw Straw"J tw e v Width zn Jzire cueexe

"0 3.070 J-4 - 5.5 5-J r - -. -8 Montesanc

S0.4738 0.940 5-6 9.6900 5.60 9-3 5.200 1-5 1.79 J7"
50.9730 2.440 5-4 S.6t00 5.70 -1 S.500 r-4 1.69 3s
51.50302 5.040 5-4 7.7400 5.t0 -3 5.600 C-6 1.77 13-

. . 5 3.02417 1.440 9-S 6.8400 9.20 9-3 5.500 9-6 1.51 j1
52 54223 1.080 9-5 5.0000 9.40 8-3 3.590 g-# 1.79 29-
53.0650 6.370 5-5 5.2200 9.70 9-i 5.280 9-6 1.59 27-

" 53.59572 1.240 5-4 4.4500 20.00 5-3 5.440 V-6 1.53 25-

54.12997 2.265 C-4 3.5100 20.2o 9-1 4.400 C-6 2.919 23-
10 54.67114 J.j 5-4 J.1900 10.50 r-i 4.540 8-6 1.90 21

5.2213 5.274 5-4 2.200 1O.79 9-3 4.170 9-4 2.07 19
55.78380 9.47 5-4 2.1150 11.10 C-. 3.750 8-6 2.07 27-

56.26478 5.453 5-4 0.0100 16.46 C-3 7.740 C-6 0.9 0156-36" JO~ 1.3J.5 9-3 1.6550 1.1.44 9-32 .970 C-6 2:29 -b

is 54. OI8 1.752 ff-3 1.2350 11.81 -3 2.120 1-6 2.53 ,.3-
-57.61249 2.125 2 0.900 2.21 C"3 0.940 9-4 3.76 11-

55.32J9 2.J69 9-3 0.62.0 12.64 5-2 -0.550 t-6 -11.10 Cz
58.44440 1.447 C-3 0.0827 14.49 X-3 5.970 1-6 0.79

59.16422 2.387 C-3 0.3860 13.19 Jr- -2.440 -8 0.07 7-
20 59.59099 2.097 r-3 0.2070 13.60 5-3 3.440 C-6 0.49 5+

60.30604 2.109 r-3 0.2070 1j.52 -3 -4.30 1-6 0.69 i s

"0.43475 2.444 S-3 0.3560 12.97 C-j 1.320 C-4 -1.20 7-

" 61.15057 2.485 9-3 0.6210 12.48 9-3 -0.360 9-8 5.5 94
61.80017 2.281 5-3 0.9100 2.07 9-3 -1.590 -6 2.56 11*

25 62.41122 1.919 -3 1.25350 11.71 C-3 -2.660 f-6 2.25 D4 ; "

62.48626 1.507 9-3 0.0827 14.68 V-3 -5.030 CO 0.5

4 62.99500 1.492 1-3 1.6550 11.39 9-3 -3.J40 C-6 2.1 1s*
63.56054 1.079 K-3 2.1150 11.05 5-3 -4.170 t-6 1.95 17

64.12778 7.281 2-4 2.6200 Z0.75 C-3 -4.480 V-6 3.00 19,
30 64.67892 4.601 9-4 3.1900 10.50 C-3 -5.150 C-6 1.54

65.22408 2.727 r-4 J.100 10.20 f-3 -5.070 C-6 1.92 21*
65.76474 1.520 1-4 4.4500 10.00 9-1 -5.670 C-6 1.70 2s*
65.30205 7.940 9-5 5.2200 9.70 5-3 -5.490 C-6 1.54 27'

. 4. 66.03677 .910 c-5 6.0000 9.40 t-3 -5.580 9-4 1.74 29*
' 35 67.36951 1.510 VS .6.8400 9.20 C-) -$.600 C-6 1.77

.7.9007J 7.950 5-6 7.7400 8.90 9-3 -5.800 1- 1.72 33'

% - .42050 3.250 1-6 S.5900 0.70 5-3 -3.700 9-6 1.55 iS*
55.960.10 1.20 5-4 9.6900 5.0 5-j -5.JO0 9-6 1.74 J7'

39 118.75034 9.341 5-4 0.0000 15.92 -3 -0.441 R-6 0.59 1-

40 588.49055 5.790 C-5 0.0200 15.50 1-3 0 - --

424.76312 6.380 9-4 0.0112 14.70 jr1- 0 -- - 1.3
487.24957 2.350 5-4 0.0112 14.70 r-3 0 - -- 1.3'

713.39315 9.960 5-5 0.0591 14.40 5-3 0 -- 3.5
S773.83871 5.710 1-4 0.0795 14.00 C-i 0 - - i5

45 834.14533 1.800 1-4 0.0798 14.00 E5- 0 - - 3.5*

aUui.a, Pxw/k&PA

., dw.r1. doublet

JI,

~-A5-
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16TABLE 2. Data Base for H 0 Spectral Lines in Air up to 1000 GHz
2

Center Tempera 20 floer
frequency Strowh tiun! exJ- Vdith quaS. no.)

uV GS b, km/"a nnet 2  b, GRz/kPa (10) References

46 22.235080 0.105 2.443 28.1 1-3 1 5 2 3 (7.54.57)
45.052000 0.002 5.750 2i.0 1.1 4 1 (1 9 b 4 (l0)

183.310091 2.i10 0.652 28.2 1-1 2 2 0 (52155.13j
321.225444 0.046 4.10 22.0 1-1 9 3 4 (JO113)

50 * 325.152919 1.550 1.520 29.0 C-3 4 2 2 (10.13)
380.197372 12.400 1.020 28.S E-3 3 2 1 (10.13)

Jo. 778000 0.004 7.330 14.0 B-3 11 2 J0 (10.110)
437.34 70 0.063 5.020 15.0 9-3 6 6 0 (10,13)
439.150812 0.921 3.60 17.5 C-3 5 5 0 (10.112

55 443.01295 0.191 5.020 14.5 C-3 6 6 1 (1043) r
448.001075 10.700 1.370 24.4 £* 3 3 0 (10.13?
470.555947 0.325 3.570 15.1 r- 3 5 1 (10.13)
474.65912? 1.240 2.340 21.0 V-1 4 4 0 (10.13)
488.491133 0.256 2.510 22.2 9-1 7 1 7 (10,131

60 504.219000 0.035 6.690 12.7 V-2 7 7 0 (10..110
505.126000 0.012 4.490 13.0 9-3 7 7 1 "110.110)

s5.346002 524.000 0.114 31.7 9-3 1 0 1 (10.1j)
620.700807 5.210 2.340 21.4 9-3 4 4 1 (10.13)
658.340000 0.460 7.760 J32.5 -3 1 0(1) 1 (10)

65 • 752.0J227 259.000 0.136 30.2 9-3 2 0 2 (10.13"

534.34000 0.012 9.110 17.0 V-3 11 2 9 (10.110)
59.510000 0.015 7.990 27.0 9-i 2 0(1) 2 (10)
$99.350000 0.091 7.540 30.0 X-) 1 1(1) 1 (10)

903.280000 0.064 5.350 21.0 1-3 2 2(11 1 (10)
70 907.773000 0.179 5.040 20.4 9-3 5 3 5 (10.110?

915.149000 5.900 1.370 24.9 t-3 .1 3 1 10,110)
970.320000 9.400 1.840 24.6 1-3 4 3 1 (10.110)
987.940000 143.000 0.150 29.9 R-3 1 1 1 (10)

74 * 1097.368000 540.000 0.654 33.5 9-3 3 0 3 (10,110)

Plus 1509 additional hr... up to 31 ?go, of which 341 lima. have aranrts.
b6 - 1000. The stzongest lims are at-

2774.100000 202J.000 0.205 29.5 1-3 1 1 0 Max. strenqth
4074.500000 2500.000 1.370 20.4 1-3 3 3 0 amx. actenua-

ton

aContnued from Tab1e 1.
b (1) denotea I. Vibrationlly excted state.

Stronger lines.

rof

AAz. .P%-

I-!~~ ~ I Ilk I i I . X i 1

• < ~~~02, , , ,i

00 250 9000C

Ffeemvic g GHz

71ZG1 2. Attenuation rate a at the altitude,. h 0. 4. and
4 to over the frequenCp ranqe. v - 100 0 to 100 Goa. The

kG following ataospheric condiions and trace *oCeular number
denslties KN(.-) were used in the calculation (24)t

h, m p.kP S e,Pa N(o) (CO) m(f1.01

0 301. 1:.041 754.000 1.71117 1.1115 7.12118
4 41.4 1.144 1,3.000 5. 7. 1 17 i. 2j 4.7!119
is 10.4 1.J$ 0.041 .Ollie 2.591l7 9.97117

-A6-
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I X. 9!. m 
-

p...3 
W4 ~*

W2 W2 0 **3*

WIE ---------

~Frowency. 
G~z

F7 0(1 5. Zenith Attenuation A through the first 30 AM of the
U.S. Standard Atmosphe 1976 for dry (Pm - t. moerate (W%1),and er humid (JOO%) air over the freluncy range. v . 30 GAIN to YO0. GHZ Mr~) . The racjve humdity PH was assumed to be contant

for h - 0 kO to 8 AM (19). rho experientl date are frm *qf.
280 and Table S.

.... .-. 
' -- t, O

N.5

50 10 10

E " 0FreauerIcy.IF."I 6. Zenith phase dispersion 64 $* (Eq. (181) for

th o condrtions spfidyn ig.S T~on h r neter

II.,Zpr 
pgation ev. at ¢ plodeet hidiier o C 46 f - 1. l) o

independent delag tiem due to 0 130oh)) is (eq. (t)),

W 02 A more detailed picture of molecular attenuation appears in

"j * -:] _ .119. 3. The oxygen microwave spectrum domin1tes1I th ranges~o1

-0 to 70 =a and 115 to 123 GOt. At levels clos to the surface,
the 60-HS lines are merged into an unstructured band shape, the
maxium intensity of which is pre•sure-proportional. um ll the

I II l "*:in~es a eparat Ih > 15 ka). Above 15 km. the shielding effect
brks . -and radio channels with up to 400 Ma bandwidth can
be Accmodated between the lines. If there is a line class to

M.30AM 
the 1 frequency •fiintale st.1 iolated line behvi lr tkes over . In

the fr.equency-.qil applications. it in possible to t m to a12 ,mare or les constant shielding factor (for oxile. 0.5 45nu/am

%t over the height range h - 0 to - 30 k. Above h ' 30 ka. Zemanspl tti: hMa to be considered n the frequency intervals
55 !0 65 70 n5 l the 02 lines vanish above h 100 In (19).

'creuenCy G Z It is encouraging to the author to sea eixpertmentally verifiede'uelic11 results on millimeter wave -ster vapor refractivity expresed by
% No + DV). an example of which is presented in Fig. 4. After manyPZMXR J. Attenuationrotesat the altitudeS, h * . . i0, careful measurements of microwave refractivity in the fifties and

-. o "0 m over the frequency range, V - 45 Gis to 125 GN, displaysjn siLtie (2.3,5,47-50.56). this marks a new start in a heretofore
A bond and line structure of the oz~on mjicromve spectrum. Inaccessible frequency range. Zn comparison with conventional

absorption spectroscopy, refractive dispersion meesurments are
" superior for absolute intensity studies (15.57,6S). An importantrr - 54w V result of FLg. 4 i1 the fact that the much stronger lines beyd

pp **

~-,0

" "U 

..

705 kPa over the fre range. v w j00 CRI to 1000 Wefrom' mesu em nt an -.. -- d Calculation (6). 0 56 o t , 0 M 29 0',,%', .Frequelncy 
.CMt: : ': " , 'P CURJP Zenith b .ightness e- per tw ar (atfm sphe ric n tojgl)

-A7- Eq. M)air.a I .
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A NEMESIS FOR MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION 163 6

1000 CHS dtermi~ne, by means of thnlr far-Ine intensity. vast
of the microwave ref ractivity No (,- Eq.I (:)) P ) 0 oep-h/2 0it.32

and the most realistic mCws'.re for predictions Is the total
E. Cumulative Behavior ~mtrvpri nIlg./j.-1cl

A standard osample for an inh-eogoneous medium is the one-way 6
zenit. respone through the U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1976 (19). - P(.1 do - 0.2 P. (33)
Figusres S and 6 display the cumulative attenuation A and cumula-
tiv* phase dispersion 6$. for which 48 height levels up to h - 30

* km are summd. Escept for the vicinity (vo ! 10 (gfa) of the
02-M lits.them cuvesrepesen th on-wayzenth athThe quantity v Is measured, for example for a zenith path. with

* . behavines. These huiit ries Ohen t eea uset moath a microwave radiometer (39.40). The variations of the dry air
behaior Thee umiityproile,0(h mee ued o mdelparameter plh) and t~h) are described by standard height profiles

1* S. S0. and 100% in each of 26 height layers between Is , 0 and cnJ attention is called to the model of the U.S. Standard
* - km Th - ropsrapdlybelm 1 aboe h- 9he.Th~Atmosphere (for example. (33)). The nmber density for the atsID-

*frequency range 55 to 65 GHs is oralue IA ) 30 dcl) for any system spheric gages with constant volune m&King ratio (02, 0ll, M2
attempting to look through. The transmittance, sq. I'll Is nobie gasse, or referred to as dry airl follows directly from the
esurable -hen the atmosphere is somewhat transparent (A < 30 dm1. p-t combination$. Over the height range hIs 0 to 16 km. the
ad it can be determined either by the abrrtion of a sional changes are for ps from 101 to 10 kPa (I i'a 10 56) and for t
coming from the outside suin emission. satellite beacon) or by the from 0.9 (333 K) to 1.5 (200 9). Ozone go,). besides water Vapor,
thermal. mission originiatiog predoinately In I he thick layers. has a variable mixing ratio which is modeled separately. Examplee
Frequencies around 17 and 6) GHz yield the nasimon and minimum O 3mliee aesetaa soni is a7a
phase dispersion for the 60-fAIz band. which is almost Independent ro te by milmters.y pcr aCsoni ig.2ed7e
of the water vapor content. Actually, the foreign-ee broadening rertdbotr.
of the 02-PIS by uater vapor (gee Eq. (22)) reduces the attenuation Fractional fluctuations due to water vapor patow% wad tur-
slightly with increasing vapor pressure (see rig. i A(100%1 - bolence are typically in the ranges

_a '.aA(I%I). Comparison of the total attenuation A with measursents
.F(see Table S) yields reasonably good agret-ont when the empirical * 0o.

assumptions formulated by Zq. (27) are used in the calculation.I
The amount of mater vapor absorption for a given atmspheric at- (t134)
condition eam be estimated. to some extent.* if the surface vaporI
concettatim 0. is known. 6p - t .1

The f1 thermal emission by '(20. 02, 03 and Cc was calculated Variability Of humidity for a midlatitude, location mith a medium
by Water* by using Eqs. (10),* (7) and (4) and the absorption of 7.4 g/m

3 
is diurnally !1.7. seasonally ! 6.3. and locally

coefficients given in Eq. (31). Calculations are shown in Fig. 7 11.2 g/m
3
.

both f or no watar vapor and for a total precipitabl, mater Vapor
of 2 cm. The integral is evaluated for hs - 0 to 60 he. Clear-sky 2. Molecular ouatifies. The moleculer uorld Of ea level
emission varies primarily mith the amount of msar vapor. The
calculations are for observations in the zenith direction free air is very empty. The molecular radius r -1.5 x ICI-4 Lem.

groud lvel Coaic aditio of K.whih isincden onaverage spacing d. and average distance I. between collisionsggrond eve. omi raiaionof K.whch s icientan heare in the radios r . d - .1, 1 : 320 (33). Most of theatmsphere from the top. has been added to 9q. (10). tim. a molecule is unperturbed by neighboring molecules. The

number Of dry air molecules per unit Volume I)w3) i.
-m II11. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR 21023 r(1

The clear atmsphere appears in the DW radio path modeling(egi 10.t.I,9 244x05.
schem only as a p-t-a (Section 11, 31 paraseter system. Theg -11 1 Ie*244a12)

*'.real atmosphere is an enkormous theater of diverse but related Wtrvpri nipretgs rmtomdaemaue
and incessant activities (33). water. endlessly chancing its Wtrvpri nipretgs rmtemdnmcmaue
phases, is the main actor on this stage. On a global scale, Wants, It is known that there are slightly Pore HO. molecules
each year about I ms of the ocean depth is evaporated. wheres r-r unit volume than predicted by the ideal gas liv. The correc-
the average mater content of the atmosphere represents a depth tion is made by Introducing the second virial roef ficient bit).
of roughly 2 cm. Water vapor Is rapidly exchanged causing It to The molecular nurber density of 1120 for a given vapor concentra-
be 0 patchy, capricious medium with parcels (scale sizes. 10 to tion (in g/m

3
)

100 a). blobe I< 0.5 m) end strata (T 1 m) of moisture that
probably account for a fair share of the scatter and inconsis- p '. 7.219 a t (36)
toncies In millimeter-a propaosation data taken from field -3
observations. The total Integrated water vapor and liquid mater follows from the relationship in m
in a vertical colmn can be detected with high time resolution
Ul 10 a) by ground-based radiometry in the microwave range (40). -299fs 023 Sti-1 3.4 022 (7
In relating millimester-wave propagation and atmispheric mater M I.

6
/)1 t) .4 0P (7

vapor. one has to be generally content to make predictions with 23x
me more than statistical cercainty. (eg.0 -10 11. 3.3S x 10 23

Thme fact that the three phases of mater contribute to the very fem values for Sit) have been reported (44.69):
uatl.r cycle at the prevailing conditions (p-t-e) is most1.
fundamentally a consequence of the molecular structure of 120- t.. .. .. .. . 0.9 11.

mtrmlcules tend to associate through hydrogen bonds
3 

having
t ones-tenth the strength of a molecular bond. Very 1 ........... 3 0 1
a-- ically, in the solid phase four H-bonds form a rigid -2.3

le.e n the liquid phase, on the average. two H-bonds a, 10 . .. . -.2.6 -1.9 -0.9

amailgamate chalnlike links, and In the gaseous phase, a chance
mists to associate singlytH-bonded molecules to diners (21.43. The deviations from ideal behavior

* 44) or aggregate int os l atrs of preferred sizes (that is. 10 to
S0 moslecules) (22.26) under the influence of ion-activity (41). C . 0)3/N ( - 1 (36)
if further notice is taken that atmospheric air is never freel
from invisible particlee having a variety of origins, chemica
copitions. sizes. and affections for water Vapor, then the are small, even at saturation (see Eq. (411):
radio engineer mill almost despair at the prospects of ever ........... 09112
putting order in the atmospheric pandemonium. The value of the0.112
interdisciplinary Workshop on Atmospheric Water Vapor for pro-porsqm ..... 1325 02
viding guidance with this tosk mset be strkssed.~ P.gm.......3 3108

A . Absolute Humidity t. l0-3. . ......... 12.1 1.6 0.03

The amut of mater vapor (that Is. abeolute humidity 0), The deviation t led to the postulation of a dimer molecule
praga.it in the atmosphere depends upons I&) eusPocation from t" 20) 2. The molecular structure (43) and the millimeter wave

-. - eurfacess (b) transport by motions on various scales, mainly spectrum of the dlmer (6.,69) are vell establisheds however.,
through the tropospheres Cc) condensation- forming clouds and its number density under tropospheric conditions is not know.
fog that causes precipitation fallout. The radio propagation
engineer measures the amount of mater vapor by means of an The dimer nu.mber density is expected to depend strongly on

% .. average concentration 3, which varies at sea level bet"ee the temperature since the hydrogen bond strength is rather weak.
entreme of 0.1 (dtry, minter, polar) end 60 g/0

3 
(met. sumewr. Data wbilch are suspected to be caused by a dimeric effect can be

tropical,). The height distribution Is approximated from a known analyzed for their percent change-pr-degree or for their power
ground level o by law It)') dependence to allow a positive Identification-

)?be oloctron-rlch end of 0 in the polar molecule 1120 aetracts
am electren-per 6 end of a neishbor 920.
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A NEMESIS FOR MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION 1
Data Water Vapor Concentrattan p, g/m

3

Data

% Change/K y eV/molecule kcal/mole .

-1.56 3.9 0.1 2.1"

-2.54 7.7 0.2 4.60 *"'kx-nd

-3.75 11.6 l. 1 6.90

-6.22 19.3 0., 11.60 3 -
-Condon-

-12.10 39.0 1.1) 23.10 =on

80nd strength Is expressed In units of eV/moleUe or kI/mole I Precipitabie Water Vapor w, cm
nd the val e xpected for a hydro.. bond lies between 3and S FZGU It. The aunt of preJ pitbe waer vapor i n a

kcal/sol*. The diver number density in r
"2 

"a piroposed to radi~o path of length, L - I ko and the C-orresponding hottogreoaus

follw anexprssin (6 ate vapr cncentration 0, both as a function of reJaet ve

. humidie¢ R9 f r various temperatures ?. The temperaeure depr
% - M kit) (39) dence of saturation water vapor pressure oe and s erimrm vapor

coonettio Of (pit J OO%) (3j) is:
Ain approximate equation in n

3 
for k(t) "a derived from ei0re(-33) . ,

'lame given by tohlander 169) . C e,kPa pcqi

: ., x 1'2 t
"
*' (401 -30 0.051 0.453

.3 -20 0.125 1.010 ""''

which when cined with Eqs. (37) and (391. yields in * -10 0.256 2.60-

1t 2 6.0 0.611 4.840
N 2.0 a 10 0 t

"  
(41) 10 1.227 9.390

20 2.337 17.270 ?

and for the fract-onal diner crnentraticn 20 4.24J 30.310

IR/H I 6.1 x0
- 

0 t
5 "6  

(42) 40 7.3? 51.020

1x63) The broken lines indicate schematically the rane where water
Ifor example. 0 * 20. t - 1 N 'N a 1.2 10"3. uptake by aerosol takes place (Fig. 9).

other estimates on the fractional diner Concentration iJv
-

are reported in Ref. (21): 0.4 a 10-
3 

for 0 * 20 assuming forming cloud while the larger, heavier ones remain suspended at
S.4 kcal/moles, and in Net. (44): 1.9 x 10-

3 
at t - I and 0.95 a lower levels. The mall aerosols carry a positive charge, the

10-3 at t - 1.11, when esirapolated from saturated water vapor lower levels take on a negative charge. The charge seperation
data taken over the range t - 0.77 to 0.84. The e ratios generates high electric field strengths and lightning discharges

04 are CIDe to values of C defined in Eq. (38). occur when a value of about 30 viI is reached. Even before,

additional Lons puet be produced, which are suspected to have .-

B. Relative Humidity catalytic influence on the formation of hto lecul.r cluster .
Im20) n ~ with a 10 to 50 (251). --

The eamplee of atmospheric tillimter wave propagation ( to

(Figs. 1 to 7) shoe clearly the doinant influence of water
vapor. Some difficultie, in predicting this influence obviously C. Submicron Hydrometeors
are related to the fact that water vapor is a vapor and not a
gas. The first consequence of the vapor state is that a maximum Atmospheric air is never free from invisible particles
concentration 0. caunot be exceeded. A balance exists between (aerosol*) having a wide variety of origin$, sizes. and chemical

two states called the saturation point. At saturation, the rate composition. and moat Importantly. having the ability to Convert

at which molecules evaporate from a plane surface (liquid or water vapor into submicron hydrometeors. TO account for aerosol
solid) equals the rate of incoming condensing molecules. The activity, one mist follow the evolution of particle size spectra

*."tratiT1ton concenttration over wter for atm,,horic Conditionsisl N +ei z ;.

6so vatOST AIR
17.39 t 1 0 1109.634t) (43) 2?4 aT

in /
3 

and is in a very toug approximation simply in gim3 t n- mv, mw C.' 
+ 

.

p 25 t
"1 7  

(44) 21 ". n'" -i

Equation (43) is progrmmed into the radio path model (Section 11), V !* "

which uses Et(h) informatton to calculate with t(hI the values a A I c , -.
or0. 0., - Fog/ | t d

The satturation concentration defines relative huamidf S1 I

f 0p/b o.4 
1 7 

- 0.25 et
1  

' 1 (4)- ft o%-% "-."I.
or. In the more familiar percent notation, FM . 1OOf & 100. The i -,0.n s\ | ..i
iaxlmum vapor concentration varies over a wide range as a function

of temperature: !0 ,# e

T. t -7 pttr lC P,, Eq. ,Pe. 9q. 44,3 1 .0 . o 9 0 , . 0 0 1 , o ., , 0 1 3 0 .4 0 0 I O 'P L, 0 0dI* , , '\- " W' + "a v"
300.00 1.000 1.000 25.500 25.500 25 2 -

273.16" 1.098 0.203 4.850 4.840 5 2 • \ \
250.00 1.200 0.045 0.822 0.822 1 * 00O

aseithonian Hydrometric Table (see (33)). ,,"

Tyriple Point

The intrdependencee between 101 A w. and T are show n \
rig. 5.. The humidity condition RN - 1001 is a delicate balance . . .i X . -

point for phase changes. A drop in temperature by I K decresses (-u' S,.va -s.a - -
the water vapor density of saturated air by about 64. Energy is 0.5
released during condensation which was stored in the ten= 2\ -"

motion of N20 molecules. One cubic eter of a forming clotud 40 ~
that converts I g of vapor into the liquid phase release* 2.S kJ.2.

The latent hest release can generate electric fields.
Depending upon the suddenness, the amount of cooling, and the 

0
w'cle Rodu'. oo vm

water vapor supply, mere or lees violent updrafts (such as
coslomlObu Cloud in thunderstors) feed a turbulent air FZGVXC 9. Schematic Size distribution of number densit y f

Motion. 20ll erools are lofted Into the upper region of a for equivaJent spherical atmospheric particles from foJecular to
rain drop szss, r - 10

-4 
to 10

4 
u S (32.33.41).

-A 9 - " "

' . • • '%-'-' a "" '"'-" ' " + <' + '"i"' '" ' ', - -" *"' " ' ° " "" ' *" "," '' " -" :" :" ""



A NEMESIS FOR MILLIMETER WAVE PPOPACIAION I"1IF

and Ohw attendant Microphysical processes of room transfer ov-9

m any orders of on"itud. in aso (r - 2 a 10- to l cm) and
nibrdensity (K . 102) to I si-. This problem of Scale is A(o .11 L S..,UPAKEt

sketched In Pig. 9 to Illustrate the extent of the difficulties. 0
The amount of relevant literature dealing with aerosols Is over-

whelaing and the referenced material (33-45) is probably an
in-mlate selection in the search for oewoloCul~t millimeter14

wave absorbers in moist air.

Aerosol moIels Stant from dry particles, distributed overL:
three distinct aso ranges (Fig. 9) (35-38). 9, nucleation moder
A, accumulation mode, C. coarse particle mode, enid X, hypothieti-

* cal subiccro distribution required to explain VUh (ase Section c_
* In?). Smech mode is described by representative values of a

log-noxcal distributiona (23.43). A major process for the forme- . 7
tion of the N-mde is the trace a-to-particle conversion,.
sulphur dioxide. for example, nuciratee with wsar vapor to form
sulfuric acid primary, particles in large numbers (am high me
1015 0,3), which are rapidly (within ma) coagulated by Brownian

Noton ntoth 11scie(34). Th,.5s Pods may Contain sizable mess
* conceentratioma. DA(M) 4. 20 ug/n.

3 
(3%), but more to the point, it

* Presents am enormoua Surface are& So to the vapeir phase and
enabls the saerosol to respond quickly to changes in relative 3 *

humidity IM. Particle nuriber density Hp, and total surface area s~
$ A forlI ml of water distributed in spherical droplets of radius fw ~ KI

*r withail a' are related as folliw. PICL'Pf 10. water uptake ("asa ?rowth faccor gif - M)IJ of
3 2 two roprosentatiwe aerosol samples (matnt'sa MaCI; ContinentaIJ:

r, m A~aolc.c
3  

S. cm
3  

vNH4 12-W4 - ri021 am & function of incrasing and decreaing
A. 0 43 0 1 . l a i s .. h u m i d i t y R X I i ) .

'IA 010 2.4 a 10
1 1  

0%
.4C. 1.00 2.4 . Ina 30 (461

ThO water content V Increases at the expense of the preclpitable
The mixture of gas aid suspended particles is called an aerosol, water vapor w defined by Eq. (33). hence. in CO

solution droplets, Such am H2S04. are highly hygroscopics .(f I - -(fO0) -N(SO)

that is. they adapt their size by taking UP water if the PM in
the amient air is larger than the equilibriums = ower the drop- The armount of liquid water in moist air (Nn 100%1 is difficult

lets Surface. In a reverse situation. their size will shrink to masure. Several indirect methods have been developed. Three
because of evaporation. Other hygroscopic agent aera, salt Sure promising techniques are

particles found in maritime (HaCI) as well as in urban Ifor 1. The mass concentration o;of a dret air somori is
example. (3(34) 26041 environments. These crystals undergo a determined by micro-weighing and available (35) epirical growth

* sudden phase transition to become solution dropet at critical factors 9(f) are applied. For example. at M1 - 99%.* the values
M valus (M - 76% and 80% for N&ad and 10ff4141,90 respectively), for g range betwee 6S and 120 and yield N - 0.013 to 0.024 ae--
The aqueous particles, or mo-called hydromaetos. collect in when 01 - 0.2 mg/c

3 
Over a path length L - 1 Iom.

* ~~~~stable, an-dependent sizes predominantly in the A-mode. A third 2 asv.rdoercrcoeemto esrsa e
type of aerosol particle is relatively passive dust grains in (or more)sdifhv. fraeenc ith e k etnods mea(se, at. t1wo
sixs conoensurate with the IA and C modes. The solid matter and mofe.)3 di 40). heubioies te mpeyatre T is converted
accuasulates a film of water on its Surface. All the particle into enith3 atnuaio A0) The by neena tofrte pTros convecd
population is able to aggregate wsar (CI) but the emIl.inoZntateuinA B)bmasofhepcrsoicda

hygrscoic prtsof he C (=) ply te dminat rle.base. Guirsud at 41. (401 perfected the techinique, which uses an
hygrscoic art of he (CII)pla thedonnan roe, nstrument operating at 20.6 and 31.65 Gr. The retrieval algo-

The totai aerosol mass concentration in Sit with a humidity rithims for the simultaneous deterrination of water vapor and
of 0 - 1 g/c can range from PA - 1 (clean air) to 400 Ug/c

3
j water liquid content are adjusted to take into account a rrnort

(polluted). At IM * 50%. an average mass loading of about 0.1 statistics (that is. a representative radiosonde profile). Tor
c9/0

3 
has been deduced from data collected at 291 locations in example, the climatology of Oklahom City yielded (40) in en

the u.5. (38). Values between 0.5 (clean air) and 3 Pg/c
3

(polluted) are reported for CA in cloud free aeosol0 (42). w -6.22 A(20) - 2.72 A(31) - 0.01

and in -(1511
aster vapor-to-liquid conversion becmie effective when NiIl.0A(1 .3A(0 .0

exceeds 60%. An aerosol population can triple, even quadrupleN-1.0A3) .5A(0-001
ita dry state size, and thius lead to mo than a hundred-fold The frequency 20.6 03(5 is close to the 22 03(3 vapor line (Table
incresee in mass concentration. Sine* the average size stays 2) and responda mainly to vapori the frequency 31.6S 03(3 is
below I Un. a mne or lees invisible cloud exists, Optically rommat fro the line anid responds to the dielectric loss of water.
Cateqorixed In the atmosphere as haze. Optically active sixes This instrument provides around-the-clock moitioring of v and W.
(I 0.5 um) in Sufficient number are only produced if the limit A typical record Over 7 consecutive days (Oklahoma City. April.
Ft - 1000 is esceeded. In that Case, the available amount of h - 360 a. locking at zenith) displayed for each 24-hour period

water (for example. that due to a sudden cooling of saturated air) the following extremas (60),
in. shared either by many 0' 109) active particles (CCIII and Smll
I r 5 US) * uniform droplets form as fog or Cloud, or by very few Day W.i wCm,
(a 1081 and large Er 1 11.0 UN). destablizing droplets that par- 1 2.5 to 1 0.01 to 0.02

d-c an,2 1 to 2.6 0.02 to 0.57T
The water uptake of aerosol has a theoretical foundation in3 2. 0. 002t2

athe relationship between the amient PI and the equilibrium 3 24t . .2t

-radiu0 n#~ a particle. Nn~el provided empirical data on the 4 1 to, 2 0.03 to 1.5
h ydropetrvic activity of serosol (35). as defined a mass growth S 0.3 to 1.2 0.1

p ~~factor g(1 a PH) with respect to the dry swas concentration OfA 6 08t ..
and measured in the laboratory the equilibrium growth behavior 6 08t . .
of typical air samples. Two eSamplos are depicted in Fig. 10. 2.to42 01 olS
The accretion of water to particles is substantial when M- . o42 01t .

exceeds 80% andf gives thee almost pure water rropertiest that is.-

fomise 0.8) 0, b prxmt srain o ~)cnb The Point of this example is that the low birite of It usually
formuated(35)exceed the values that are obtained when using an average dry

2 aerosol mass concentration and assumed gI) factors. The high
gl)m4f If t 0.9) 147) limits of V are most likely due to visible clouds since their 5 %

size range Er a 7 to 100 Urc) contains the bulk of the water.
and Unfort-%tely. the data were not accompenied by notes providing

9(f)N 1(I-f (f4 0.s) 481 informettion Or meteorological or optical conditions. A similar.
glf) I/I-fl f .95)aetellite-borne radiometer yields, over ocean surface* with well-

if differences enid hystereses in the growth behavior due to the defined misslion temperatures, the on iormation on w and N oni chemical makeup are disregarded. A detailed discussion of models a global waele (39).
-. for growth factors can be found in refs. 36 and 3?. 3. The neaSuremeont Of optical trenenission gives insight

By referring to radio path modeling, it is possible. at this Into the average aerosol state. both the optical (I . 0.55 Uc)
point, to formnilate a path-inteenated liquid water content in attenuation rate C% and the visibility v a 20 da/%L are related

to the liquid water content 0,. In general. mie scattering
theory has to be _ple n order to predict values fo based

N W do a H
5 

l) do a Jp/fl-fJ ds (49) on aveilable siedistributions and the complex refractive index
w J Iof the particle material (23.33.35).

- - . . ,.S.~5a~-4-5

. . . . . . . . . . .0.



A NE1MESIS FOR MLLIPI~TH WAVE PROPAGAI ION I

ror the purpose of this raper, it is sufficient to bypass the . .mlecular approach searching for ater polymer% -2
eborats. lengthy calculations and discuss the main features and their prctra in the atmnsosphere. Sizes of n- 2 jdinerI "

with t'he help Of a simple empirical expression (21,37) 16.8,21.91,96.89) and n 63 (cluster) (21.28) are plissabilitie.

P.c Or V 006., 2. Liquid water uptake by lutmicrono aerosol particles under

where %, is it d/ka and V is in he. The relationships between Conditions of high relative humidity fism > eoss9i 22.2.

Q* V. and the pasth-averaged water content 6w. are approxi,,ately, 5)
Each Conjecture is supported by -om* as well as contr*icted by

_________________________________________________other bits and pieces of experino.ntel evidence.

pg m.. -O.0"l . 0.05 0.1 0.S A. Definition of EWA
* daha.' s s s 75 98 indao attenuation, both Fodel and espertrantal. is fitted

V Isi ... :o 4 l.2*1(.SJ 0.4 (0.SI 0.27 (0.31 0.10 (0.06! to expression In dR1/he of the fors,

Clear Haze . AN c 100% Fog. M :, 100% 0 .192%," - C P" ty (V/3O"p, (56)

where a. Is, z are the proper exponents of a particular absorption
* .'(I sperimua value model.

r Frquen tly. hae and fog conditions are described merely by Ts rZcmiainlss3 5 Z ie rm2 2t
Stating the 5555u,5 value of the visibility Vs which, hoesr 9, ILcmiainlss3 3030lnsfo 003t
depends am the definition of the threshoid value 120 d§ for L - 331 T~s (10) ordered in seven bands (14) * of which 1609 rosta-

1 hein q. 32). Nlaso pefored etaled is aiclatonsties"l lines up to Y w 13 T~s contribute to the millimseter wave
IN Iti (17) n fit to)) theseo result yetelded Eq. (26cu.awhich
4 * -on f ice different aerosol models with the result that visibility cannuu e 7) rfr lA fintothsreusyild Eq. (6). wantueanixchnt o

V (16 sil threshold) and relative humidity PS are related directly ca beM reortmlae i en in. 5) mag/mt/*an exonnsyo

(23). The ran"e of M for these models is teJmcniu r ie nd/mqs3k&b

RM. 20 to 73 64 to 95 96 to 99 9.to9. x Xv1.2

Znt smar. the salient points of this section armse:

1. The physical foundations for path-avseraged water vapor w o so .2
(Eq. 33) and liquid water content W (Eq. 49) were traced inTh"epntsaebedntemocur ;-si esty(q

measurable quantities. both are expected to be the rain 37) Thes layingnthe beonth x oeua -us d n 1 ihEnsit (Eq.
for millimeter wae" absorption in moist air. 3)dslyn h soet n .Ct q.(6and (57) * it follows for the sample conditions above (v a 300.

2. -he numer density K of the major molecular absorbers was p - 100. 0 - 17. t - 1.023) that 2v * 2.79 dt/ke.

-. et(vsn for 02 in Eq. (35). for N20 in Eq. (37). and for (92302
in Eq. (41). rhe diner spectrum is discussed in detail, in Refsx. 69 and

3. The watsr-orapor-to-wator-droplet conversion in atmspheric 109. Absorption should follow despenodencies given by Eq. (57),

aerosol ad the associated scale problem were discussed to aid but modified for the dicer number denaity (Eq. 41). The response
in the comprehension of the stages that a water molecule has to predicted in this fashion in d5/hnt'(g/m

3
)

2 
is

4 undoergo, before precipitating out of the atmoosphere. The key role (cz value of Table 4)
of relative hamidity AN (Eqs. 43 to 48) in this process was
uniderlined. and (Sol

4. The interdependence between the optical properties (Eq. N
52) of moist air and the liquid wsar content is not unique:s it 1
depends strongly on the aerosol size distribution. YD . a

IV. EXCESS WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION--EWA so so value of Table 4I Aerosol liquid water attenuation is obtained from published
wter vapor absorption (Eq. 14) in the millimeter wave dielectric data on bulk water (Ti3 . 131 yielding in din/ka in the

windows atm from the fact that the intensity of the local Rayleigh approximation c (El (n4I+0;
2

. c* t Zn 1 (215.30.
Lillimeter wave lines NJ - Elly (Table 2) is insignificant and 32).

*that two other absorption terms. K; and N. become dominant.2 2
*The far-wing response mv of the rotational spectrum of 1130 beyond sx, " 0.02VF. f*/[((C 2)2 - (C-)

3 1 (SIP)
1000 Mes- MTg. 1) is estimated by applying the approximation
7 < < V 4 < Ve to the lne shape Is (Eq. 16) andl results in Another method of Calculating the aerosol liquid water atternua-

F; " 2VI*V 3tion assume that the medium has a refractive index mA I, and

07/A(3 that the attenuation in bulk water is Increased due to wavelength
v 0 Shortening (XV -' l/n.). This allows to formulate

where F; is in =sits of 1/mst. The 1120 far-wing continuum of one to so (O,/nw,) (M/I (601
line in ppm followa with Eqls. (24). (23). (53). and (11) -m

- *C (.30~~ 
3
.
1 

*,~ 2 2.1 B5 54 oth methods have been applied to the latest dielectric data on
v r water (106) producing somewhat different values (see Table 41.

where Frequency and temperature dependencies.* when approximated using
wher rq 61 olwi dksmfo h ough data fit

C t 0.184 b1I b3/v 3 (55) a *n -. 24 v/300)O.S t-6

For moist -tit, the 0
2

-tarmo due to self-broadening is always slow if the liquid water content in estimated by Ejqs. (49).* (47).
smller (c 20%) than the foreign gas-broadening term pas. The and (45), K - 6 x 10-3 L P2 

t
34 

al. one Obtains for the expected
far-wing contribution of the strongest 330 ine (Table 2, eoo epnei h omo q 5)ta
V, 3 774 Cans. C1 5,O.14 s 10'10) is for an atmspheric conditionaeolrspneithfrm fEq(5)ht

described by p.10 Pa. t - 1.023 (20,C)~ of 17.27 g/m
3

, at z
the frequency v - 300 Gr3. N; - 4.77 so10: ppe or 0, - 0.026
dll/km. to which the c2-orstribution is 11%. The line center FA 28
attenuation rate, in ipsoarimon. Is am - 7.40 x 105 fil/he, MestA
certainly, line shape theory (Eq. 16) is overtaxed when it is Is s 0. 65 (61)

% a&plied to predict relative intensities in ths far-wing over
seven orderso of magnitude. in summ~ary, millimeter wave winw attenuation 0 might very

well he & combination of op to five different contributions.
An unspecified term N; was added to Eq. (14) to account for -

discrepancies between predictions based on suming N;-terss (Sol) 4040(lute?
*and measurements. The only certainty in the conflicting evidence a o a 0(local lines) * o, (far-winglI *A + s

for 41 Is its correlation with atmospheric humidity. The abbre- (62)
viation roo (excess water vapor absorption) is used to describe
1q. For simplicity-s sake, different, mostly exponential tempers- A parametric study of water vapor concentration (0) and tampers-
ture functions have been reduced to a power low tY (Eq. 31). *In curep (t) depenodencies could, in principle. reveal the following
this section. the exponents of physIcal lox. Y~) and frequency behavior in the attenuation rates
WV) defpendences are formulated for absorption moels and rem-9pared with those for experimental data. This procedure appears
to he aoe practical way of identifying a specific absorption
mchanim, especially sinse EVA observations areo not over-

whelmingly consistent. 4
jonzo already in. 191t had considered a water diner to explain

a'. Two schools of thought have evolved to exlain Z~t anomau dielectric water vapor resultIs (72).

-Al -

'%, C'A
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preferable for EWA mtides. anuxture rontrol and. vacuem
Nultlplicatien factor with respect reference are labor tory adv nt __s for 1,. lute Int-.nity

to 300 9 data Studies.

T p) * t tI ta t 2 Water vapor is reco7nized to b- a A,.1ljm that il difficult
a / 31 2 Eq. (t7o Eq. (SO) Sq. (613 to control. even in the laboratory due to its attractive forceC 9/0 (g/IE.(7 q 5) E.(1

towrd surfaces. T srface area of the laboratory enclosure
..places. in a way, the Smcro-nur!a=e of an atmospheric aerosol

-20 1.07 1.lS 1.186 1.664 3.690 116.00 population. Water molecules do not ordinarily aqqr'.sate

- 2O 2.36 S.57 1.140 1.432 2.850 39.00 Sootaneously. but water vapor becomes liquid water when wettable
surfaces are present to retain the 1rninginq molecules. A

0 4.84 23.34 1.196 1.324 2.110 14.00 threshold of > 2 x 10
"5 

cme
l 
in the surface-to-volume teio is

10 9.39 a.20 1.060 1.191 1.390 5.10 sufficient to form a continuous interface between vapor andliquid (33). This value is always exceeded in atmeospheric air
20 17.27 296.30 1.023 1.071 1.200 &1.9 (see Eq. 4) as well as in a laboratory test chamber. An
30 30.31 916.70 0.990 0.970 0.323 0.76 experimenter can select surface raterials that, to a certain

extent. psasivate the attraction for water vapor. A systematic
study was mode of various surface coatnas applied to an electro-.

Data obeyingIf a •I and y v I but displaying magnitudes different polished stainless steel (aS 304) cavity (3440 cm
3 

and 1265 ow2.

from C. (Eq. S7) cam be interpreted aes failure of the line shape S/V c 0.37 to1 p uate for 24 hours to 10
- 4 

tort end
function (Eq. 16) to predict far-ing intensities. Discrepancies tar vapor 2.40 kP at 2.C. Relt
of this nature will be oest pronounced for dispersion intenities on the relative amont e/e0 of water-uptaaa by the walls and the
(Eq. ISI. WinJ data of O('J drop "act gradually ( 1/j with time response of the wi1socrpion t-' and desorption ("-g)
decreasing frequency, and actually blend into the well-knom process are as follows:
refractivity No (Eq. 12 1 for V c 100 CHS, as seen in Fi . 4. Co t ien ,W°b Ad nor

B. Excess Water Vapor (EWA): Evidence from Laboratory Data Teflon FEL20 (Dupont), Mo "
I coat -1.00 20 160 500

I-rator ry masuements play an important role in verifying SS 304, electropolishad -1.50 30 10 400modelinq schees for EN properties of msist air. Generally, all HMO€a silanizinq -1.31 27 190 70

the spectroscopic parameters (0 200) entering into Eq. (1) should Parylene C (Union Carbiee) -1.60 32 140 560
be deduced from absolute intensity measurements under well Silicone SR240 (1G9 -2,10 42 20C 550
controlled v-p-t-O Conditions. By a judicious choice of the Teflon FXPI20. 2 coats -2.90 5 230 S500
experimental variables, it is possible to investigate mst Clear lacquer -4.00 s0 300 7200

paamtrsspaael.60 Gax spectrometer cell. _19.5(1) 102 2 hro 5 hr.

Nmeroma millimeter wave and infrared studiea of water vapor untreated (63) (S/V - 1.2 cm
1 
-

and smie air have been reported. References 46 to 72 are aflexamethylid Lialazane (ICN3 )351J0)14
selected for their bearing on the EMA problem. EVidence for EVA blu uler of molecular layers
from these efforts is summarized in Table 3. 2t is not limited
to absorption. but also shows up in dispersion spectra D(V) (63) Th nee for minim S/Y-ratios and )udicious material selection
and in refractivity No-studies 148,49.52.56.63). The experiments for laboratory enclosures is clearly evident upon comparing the
are performed by various techniques The radio path is simulated performance of one of the typical spectrometer cells with the
in af enclosure either for A $inq4e-t9a4nit Of a muItLr'- preceding teat. Water vapor surface effects have been reconited
reflection (resonator) passage. Dtection sensitivity increaaes (52). yet. in many cases (46,49,56). they were excused as a
with path length. The transmitted energy can be a single possible source of error for the reported data. work close to
frequency. a frequency pair for differential measurements. or a saturation requires a circulating qas-handling system with
broadband (Fourier transform) signal. main variables for an controlled mixing and continuously monitored - levels (107).
experiment are either frequency or prersure. the latter being Additional sources of error are disturbances in thermodynamic

(Al'

TABLE 3. Summary of Laboratory Studies of Continuum H 20 Absorption

Cant.num 20 aboJrpti.u rxporlsantal C.waltion•

H'0 Tepera- Path

rwuaqcv V a Foreign denali c ture lengt or AInoaetor
v. csx (0) tr ) gas pg/w) 7, • , 0, N lf.

10-31 1.2 Air 0-40 218 S00 (1-box) 46 -_

22 2 X2  0-50 J12 45 56
22.24 1.2 0-20 297 (30) 1s 63
21.62 1.2 2.10 2 0-3S 280-325 (1100) '200 63
1.17-120 )2 _25 23S ISO 74

" 270-300 2 0-20 295 100 53
213 2 4.26 12 0-40 270-Y20 (40) Q-boa 6

s . 210-100 2 10 3-6 273-3J 28 so
450-960 1 295 2 59

-- O0.5 12 0.5 0 293.J23 10-60 sad o-box
10-5020. 9-S -103 n -* 69

9-18T.Y 283.329 133 63
12-J26 1.2 12
14-37T 1.2 i0 2-20 293-313 500 60
21-18? 1 5.5 14 296-j36 2185 54
258-3? 1,2 2.16 2 52 .02  0-30 289-20J 70
75-#6r 1.2 24 298 21 68

A.

5-Al'
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Ul " v e-ilibriam, (a) the vapor heats up when injected into an

evacuated cavity. (b) the adsorption process releases heat and F -
% vce versa. (c) the ambient gas tempratulrs is lowered durin VA T

pep-down. All laboratory results on spectroscopic data WTER VAPOR 24,6 ,

(_"0, D. no) of water vapor should be seen tn light of these
cofmnts. Sane selected examples displaying rwA behavior are
discussed in the following.

1. Moist Air Studies. .lewllyn-Jones at &I. (66)

ives2tigated the temlperature dependence at the frequency1

V - 213 Chi by studying moist nitrogen (p - 93 kPa) over the
range ? - 270 - 320 K. The attenuation Mq. 62) for them

2.+oo,4 2706o -,,3,conditions can be described by the epirical expression In 48/lro
a-0.220t 2 0.010 t * 0. 0* t 26(63) IClose to saturation, the following values result from 9q. (

6
31, 4sSup e.boo

T. 9 t v, 3LII a, d5/km FzCUWr DisO~persion V of purv water vapeor 0"surc! with a

spectromete cell betwvm the frequencies 61.2 and 30.6 GRE
230 1.20 1 0.32 0.02 + 3.43 .(63). A strong Anomalous cosPponent is dispJVed exhibiting a

condensaaton/evaporation hysteresis typicaJ for wster uptake
273 1.10 S 1.33 + 0.37 A 8.94 - 10.6 activitv (see Fig. J0).

34W 1.0S 10 2.43 + 1.22 - 10.67 - 14.3
300 .0mans) the envelope of a rotational diner spectrum. a fractional
.00 1.00 20 4.40 * 4.00 * 12.00 - 20.4 dimer concentration (Eq. 42) of 10-

3 
being assm ed. The data

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _f it between EWA and the diner attenuation (c/, in Table 4) is
pers the spectral shapes do not match. The fit is much xmprvvd

2. Pure Water Vapor Studies. In the caue of self-broadening If the aerosol attenuation rate (Eqs. S9 and 49) in da/ko

an exponent a - 2 (Eq. 54) iJ expected. Mrowinski (56) observed * (./nw)p (6I
a 3 x 10

-4 
02 da/km at V, - 22.23S GH and T - 39*C, In

addition to the line absorption at. Measurments by Labe (613 in used he the comparison (a/s in Table 4). quation 166)

at 30.6 Gas and 61.2 GOs T - 300 anm 325 K yielded in d/WM eames pure liquid water dropiete of submicron, size. Actually.

*1 4 2 2 -4 2 10 2.5 based on this fit. it is possible to predict a liquid "ater con-
S- 4 (Vt)* 10 a t / 6 (4) n ntration 

0
, that is needed to raproduce the EMA data of Table

sile same experiment gave for the refractive dispersion (ppl , 4u that is. in g/m3

9- N'(61.2) - N 130.6). the result P20
v 

• .1sz 0
"3  

(67)

0 -' ' X -2 3 P , 1.2 x0 3P 216 (65)
pt* . a1 ptAt this point, the reader might recollect the azrgftsents that haveS1 . is an ever gs of the type of result exhibited in Fig. 11. been brought foxwar to formulate Eq$. (47), 149). (S9) -

The dispersion response reseles@ the water uptake curves (see (61). Millimeter wave attenuation by submicron hydrOmeteors is
Fig. 10) published by RMnel (35) and provided the IJImetus for derived from i'sc scattering equations in the Rayleigh approsmi-
the discussion presented in Section IZZ.C. motion (33). The refractive index and attenuation rate of bulk

"ee water are presented in Fig. 13 (102-106). The bulk water atteneu-
Sohlander experimented extensively in the 100 OHS to 1000 GUS t¢o % is higher because of refractive wavelength shortening in

range and deduced from attenuation date, including results from the medlim, hence, the division by n iAs applied for the 9Aeous
"J " other investigators, the component %/02 show in fig. 12 an deeret metm (a' s 1).

listed ih Table 4 (69. 109). He also calculated (by theoretical

U

2
TABLE 4. The EWA Component Lx/p Reported in Refs. 69 and 109 Compared with the Water Dimer2

Spectrum r/P2 Calculated by Bohlander (69) and with the Aerosol Liquid Water Attenuation (a,b).

g ,ttas- Frequanc v. CBS T.

uatolo Code 100 200 300 400 300 600 700 S00 900 1000 IC Ref. rig.

1/0 2 8 19 26 32 37 42 46 50 52 55 23 69 12

61/0 c 4 .0 1 45 s0 40 25 is i1 7 23 69 12

(Sq. $9) b 4 9 19 21 26 31 if 40 43 46 23 23,

2.,
4) 106

6(.0) a 7 16 23 28 33 38 42 45 45 51 25 J06

0--Attenuation Rate

oata a/ 0.#4 0.56 0.S6 0.#9 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.92 0.92

b/N 0.47 0.62 0."6 0.70 0.74 0.78 0.60 0.83 0.64

Ft: c/z 0.53 0.69 1.41 1.35 0.95 0.54 0.30 3.21 0_3

+ )units, [dB/iamt(g/e
1
)

2
)2 a * -

0.

-Al 3-
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- c , , I 1r The wet term deteryines the trnsarerency In all wando ranges.

WATER VAPOR Transparency is tightly Coupled to himidlty Ithat is. 0. w. and
23f;K E(Ft~l Icausing various propagation lisitationn (for example.

As range L of min.,n e.. ation angle with in-re . ng
to amounts of water vapor in the lath volune. A typical case exists

QL 40when weather conditions change from clear and dry to cloudy and
0M Z0 wet. The wter vapor absorption robl" fades rapidly away aboveE ad km. It has becore a standard practice to separate the wet

tem into two iorponentss one proportional with 0 (monomer). the
tw ..aler with a 0 (diner dependence. The first field results to

EWA C'omparing thee data with other available data in Table S. one
notices that In about half the cases a squared (a - 21 water

6C0 vapor dependence improves the fit.

Fre sy, HZ A horisontaJ path that operated at 162.9 CHZ. close to the

FZCIIII 12. SuorV of reported frequency depedence for 183 G 920 line (Table 2). exhibited differences in the Water
excess alr vapor absorption. co.pared with a rotational diver vapor proportionalty depending upon clear or cloudy sky condi-
band spectrum (D/ VN, -

3 ) 
(69) and the absorption spectrum tLona. The difference. 3.90 conared with 4.20 b/i/. wae

A Of liquid water in subeicron hydrometeora (sea Table 4). reconciled when a temperature dependence of tla wes assumed.
which is about four tiros the t dependence for the 163 (P15 line

I0'(Eq. 29: t
2 - 3

) (77). The same experirent produced at 171 G0x a

recish in etwoe" attenu tio rate P and concentration that
becomes inreaaingly nonlinear when o r 10 q/m

3
. measurements in

WS (330 G to 360 OMs) required a linear (X - 1. y - 2.3) and
sqared is 2. y llI water apor teIn to fit the data (89).

,,Condensation effects were evident in recent W4 and WS data (101).
I" n. *.Tor the first time, the importance of relative hunidity e wee
IE recoqnied. An EWA contribution with Z - 2 and y - 16 to 30

SE can be isolated and an increase of or with beginning fog condi-
tinswa eaurd Predicted attenuation rates in fog ars in
th* range 3 to 15 dB/o for v - 100 to 300 Gz, O -. I q/m r4

* awCl T - 4*C (25). An independent Inasurerent of water vapor w and
Sliquid W contributions would be desirable.

N ~~ - 1cumulative data taken through the total air mantle are ro
WW difficult to interpret for their phenomenological origins. In
2 mst cae.s, zenith attenuation A is correlated with the surface

0 water vapor concentration Co. Simultaneous neasurements of the
/ EHF~- .integrated vapor w, either by microwave (see Eq. 511 or infrared/1 C techniques (93) are rare. The maximum attenuation detectable in

Ithe EW rang is A 6 30 d6. The dry term h of a slanted radio
l0V I path follows the secent law Ad(90)/sin9. even for low Angles

S00 GHZ 3 30 THZ U (0 4 10*): the wet term AV increases very rapidly below 9 c 100
p (913. A tangential path (6 - 01 traverses about 38 times the air

Frequency mo at zenith but perhaps 100 time the water vapor content.

FZotRg J3. Compler refractive index mw and bulk attenuation it seems certain that A, is a continom spectrom (79.93,96.
rate w, of water as a function of frequency, v 3 GNa to 106) and that earlier observations of spectral diver features
200 TNs (coposite from Refs. 102 to 106). (01.66.90.64) were Instrumental effects. To quote from %of. 93:

The refractivity No - 40.4p + 6N.. when measured at 409C and -IEVA shows no spectral features end scales with w. The %.A
21.4 -Ax and 23.6 Gft (49.S6,631 exhibited also the anomalies frequency 6opendence of the empirical continuum spectrum
6o: (Eqs. 28 and 41 was a 2. A fit of the A, term between 15 ( a

S.65 91.0 94.0 97.0 96.0 99.0 and 230 GOH (Table 5) yields in d8 approaimatelle
i 0 , pp. 0 0.3 0.8 1.5 1.8 2.5 A - 0.013 p(V/30) 

1 7  
(66)

C. EWA Evidence from Field Measurements Ad the frequency dependence drops to a a 1.22 for win~on data

taken beaten 140 Gtx and 100 Gft (93). "Millimeter wave field measurements are carried out in three
eye (37-101): Field data mostly serve the practical purpose of establishing

an operational data base. Agreement with modal calculations
1. attenuation rate Sa d/km) for horizontal. line-of-sight (Section 11) is fair, when it is considered that the model makes

Paths- use of Eq. (27) to describe the weter vapor continuum. Either
2. tota( nith Attenution a(M) And Integrated vapor w or surface Concentration 0 are useful predic-

tore of millimeter wvev windo, abiorption (tale 5).
3. sky noise Tg(Kl, often employed to infer the A value.

Ho.t of the measurements are performed at single frequencies: D. EWA Discussion
a few wore carried out in a broadband mode (Fourier transform
technique) ( 90.93.69,101). Several difficulties plague field A water vapor continuum spectrum dominates the trenmission
oberations behavior of atmospheric window ranges (WI to WAS Figs. I to 3).

Three absorption mechanisms have been parameterized to aid in
1. absolute calibration: identifying the respective relative contributions to the con-
2. large scatter it 10% to 1 30%) in data due to unspecified tinuum. In the Course of this paper, the followun picture

weather Along the path: evolved,

3. scarceness of data at high humidities (M ) 90%)# Far- Aero-

4. lack of sisltaneous recordings of the integrated water wing Dinr Sol

vapor - (Eq. 33): sq. Sq. Eq. Laboratory Field
5. absno of data on integrated liqud water W (9q. 49 (57) (56) (61) data data

and visibility V (Eq. 52) in cloud-free air: and _-_

6. difficulty of fitting data empirically to surfaceo-based Relative
meteo)gical variables. magnitude C/CV  1.0 MIL Eft 2 to 10 > 2

orisontal and zenith path data aTe suw arized in Table 5 and Water vapor a 1.2 2 e 2 1 + 2 1 + 2
compared with model calculations by using the U.S. Standard
Atmzosphere (19). AS expected. the window (VI to U5) Absorption Tamparature y* 3.0 a 26.0 5.1. 10. La. 11.
increases with the water vapor concentration 0 or path-inteqrated > 10. 26 to
water vapor v. It was observed earlier that measurements in the
100 Gfa to 117 GOE range revealed Considerably higher values of 16, 26 30
water vapor absorption than were predicted by M20 line shape Frequency A 2.0 Fig. 0.6 1.5 to 1.2. 1.7.

* -. theory ( 73)
12 2.S 2

Generally, the absorption A is divided into a dry contribu-
tion lAd) and a wet term (A,). The dry term is caused by oxygen
absorption originating from a well-known spectroscopic data bes The eprical expreasion* (Is. 62 to 66) merely organiSe
(Section II), hence. Is 1 to W, it can serve as a check value. espermeontal datas they are not found to be entirely satisfactory

to c-iduely support even *n particular absorption schie. At
preset, it La difficult to rilates ZA contributions quantitatively

-Al 4-
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TABLE 5. Summary of Reported EHF Radio Path Attenuation and Comparison with Model Calculations

ama
(a) Horizontal Path at Sea Levela

Model (191 Field datab

, W 0 1000 0 100C water vapar data fit Ref.

V. Gaz a. da/h- . d5/= p, 9/03

80.000 0.010 0.56 0 .510 0.04(21p 51
S1JO.000 0.020 1.25 1.540 0.12(3)p 51

171.000 0.010 4.t 0.200 4.500 0.375o * P
2  

77
250.000 0.000 4.57 - 4.900 O.30p 101

- 3 204.000 000 5.16 0.000 4.000 2p 75
J37.00 0.000 1.o 0.600 1.400 0.sp l 0.059 100

345.000 0.000 13.50 0.000 •.400 0.45 . 0.016p 59

350.000 000 14.00 - 1.900 1.40 101

~ .~ & (b)ZOth Path fram Sam Levels(

V. Gft £4.4 A. d2 Ad.4 A. d2 p CIO

15.000 0.050 0." 0.055 0.106 0.004P 31
i oo.0 0.050 0.11 0.04b(&) 0. 0 80(b) 0.00p 91
20.600 0.090 0.56 0.11(2) O.S212) d .e-.0 5 7

No 22.000 0.065 0.55 0.33(3) O.O0 
)  

0.27(2). 55
22.200 0 0 0.070 55
22.235 0.06 91 0.1 ,.720 46 ( 31
31.700 0.120 0.35 0.23(2) 0.2512) 0.0322- 0.026. 97

350.000 0.150 0.39 **jg&bc) 0 3 0 bfd) 0.010.. 91
3 5.00 0.0 0.31 0.IS70 0.aa 340 o.o1(21 3135.000 0.1SO 0.3 010 Ioo 5. dgao '5

3..000 0.160 0.41 0.15(2) 0.640 0.035(610 * 97
s.O000 0.450 1.3? 0.5(2) 1.400 .73;90.000 0.250 1.39 D.170 0.940 0.0612)p 31
91.000 0.240 1.40 0.320 1.510 0. 2w * 0. 06.2 60

-2 *5.000 0.220 1.45 0.41 14) 1.500 0.35(2)v Is
95.000o 0.3:20 1.45 .:250 1.350 d5 0 # W9 54

110.000 0.450 2 .10 0.612) 2.180 0.17(3)f 0.5(1) 55
1"I.000 0.470 2.20 0.7(17) 2.400 0..oo;

p -115.000 14.120 15.45 10.000 12.000 57
93 123.000 J.110 3.29 1.67(5) 3.400 0.56(4)w so

150.000 0.100 3.62 0.25(25) 4.00 1.19(24)v of
210.000 0.070 7.63 9.200 0.720 82
22S.000 0.050 7.64 0.050 6.900 O.S4(30)9 95

-94 220.000 0.050 7.52 1-5 5j
230.000 0.050 7.52 0.000 4.500 0.3715)p 94
240.000 0.040 5.22 7.900 0.620 32
300.000 0.020 17.40 1J.400 1.050 12

4.00 0.010 104.00 150.000 1.15() 166".7+.00 ,1.0.00 12F J

aDiits IR parWahiNJS irgw the Standard D Iatiaa, frm the mean in term of fina Jisted diits.

* 
6
yaJ9Wtlal Path. (a) s 59, (b) & 173. 1c) Nr $3, and (d) x 142 (Not. 91).

C 12.5 q/0 1r V 3.05 to a.d V.S. Standard Atinevwe* 76.

aS, O mfficiese we ,1vm0.

-.' .

P
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to observed variables. Results very areatly from one experiment DI-D4 02-"S doublet, ITAHle I
to the next o ovw. edr controlled laboratory conditions. EIA EWA excess water vapor ab'orrtilon
is mot pre whlent e ,l 9n " however. the best tyre of Ele computer short-form for 1018
measurement has not yet been undertaken. EN? extreme high fr....n./ range (30 to 330 0)4:1ZH1M high relutihon trn '- on r ode develOp by AF3L

There are objections to both intorprettions of EMA. Unclear H-bond mlelr hydrogen ynd

problems with respect to the daner are, (4l no direct physical Do quantom noe bu r identrfction

evidence In the atrospher., (bl no match to the frequency. to imaginary part if

envelope of a proposed spectrum (Table 4), and (e) no unique eMin oxygen microave spectru

mtch to the tsmpersture dependence. A promising EWSA hypothesis P real part of
is. at present, the vapor-to-liquid conversion of water by WL*-W atPospheric transftfi.ion windoWs
arosol particles under conditions whele All 1100%. Here the

Objections lie In the fact that invisible or hate clouds Ils
X-distributio in Fig. 9) must exist with liquid water concentra- svmbol•
tions close to those measured in fogs or clouds (for example,
SM - 96%. T - 10-C, a - 9, and q0 0.1 g/m

3 , 
by using Eq. (67)1. a coefficient for fitting - 0, Tabel 5

Deloqe raises the point that for the case of an inhomoqeneous el-a 02-MS line coefficients, Eqs. (21) to (23) and Tablie L
distilbution of liquid terool water, the visibility V is A total attenuation, Eq. (6), still
improved due to the 00. -dependence (Eq. S2) whereas millimeter b coefficient for fitting data a 02. Table S
"mey. respond just to the total water IS (Eq. 49, Ref. 30). bl-b3  :20 line coefficients. Eqs. (24) and (25). Table 2

UitI second virial coefficient. Eq. (37) m
3

Which explanation for EVA has tie mast merit can only be c speed of light. Eq. (3) km/@ ,
answered by additional, completely controlled seperiments per- C continuum magnitude. Eq. 153) -

fored In the laboratory. d mlecular spacing. Section Ill, 0
" "(V) dispersion spectrum. Eq. (13i *
S water vapor pressure. Eq. (11) Ps

V. CONCLUDING REMRK(S E, field strength.Eq.u (2),* V/0
f relative humidity SM. Eq. (451

The role that atmospheric water vapor plays in millimeter y, line shape for D(v), Eq. (153. CHZ
" 1

wave propagation was traced by means of data from modeling. F, line shape for N(V), Eq. (16). GH2
"1  

-
laboratory, and field studies. The esumptions and approxima- g(f) aerosol sass growth factor, Eq. (47)
tions made, the reasoning used, the relative importance of h altitude, Eq. (32), SU
various paraetere. the limitations of available data, and Ue i ruming spectral line index. Tables I and 2 -
separation of water vapor and liquid water effects have beem I interference coefficient. Eq. (21) r.
addressed. Holecular absorption due to oxygen is prominent in j - /. Eqs. (1) and (3)
the 43 USA to 125 GUs range (Fig. 3), water vapor dominates at kit) dimer equilibrium factor. Eq. (39). u-

3

higher froquenciet, actually up to 30 THI (Figs. I and 2). t mean free path length, Section Ill. M
Considering only molecular absorbers (R20 and 02) for a cloudless L radio path length, Eq. (2). )OR
atmosphere leads Invariably to discrepancies between predicted a molecular mao. Eq. 120
and measured Attenuation rates. The problem is most apparent in molecular nmber density. Eq. (36), mlecl=
the NW v in ranges. A horizontal path at a level can n refractive index, Fig. 13 a
experience. at 220 lola for example, the following varying n' real pert of n. Sq. (58)
attenuation rates (32)1 n. imeginary part of n. Fig. 13

IS complex refractivity. Eq. (1). pps
Clear 512 1.6 to 11.2 dLq/m No  frequency-independent part of N. Eq. (12). ppm
Fog 0.4 to 4.7 diIsm 1'1v) refraction spectrum. Eq. (27), pps
Rain (C 10 Mk/hr) I to 7 8 11(V) absorption spectrum. Eq. (14) . ppm

These values demonstrate the relative importance of understanding P dry air pressure, Eq. (12). kP"
the clear air problem first. Clear af attenuation is related 6p fluctuations of p. Eq. (341, kPa
to atmospheric weter vapor contents unfortunately, more than 9 resonator quality factor, Table 3

two-thirds of this contribution is described only by empirical r aerosol particle radius. Eq. (35). um
formulas that lack both physical insight and general appli- SM relative humidity, Eq. (45). t
cabiLity. s ray path length. Eq. (6). Its

:1.2 ray path coordinate. Eq. (t) and ()
a A resoonably concise model for the molecular absorption was do path length increment. Eq. (6). kah
presented in Section 11 and than applied to identify the ma i- S line strength, Egs. (21) and (24) .kHz
tude and frequency and physical dependencies of the non-1120 SA  aerosol surface area. Eq. (46). con"
contribution to the available data body reported for laboratory t 300/T, normalized inverse T. Eq. (11)
and field experiments. The contribution is called EWA (excess T temperature. Eq. (11). K
water vapor absorption) and it -as found the EWA exhibits in the TS brightness temperature, Eq. (10), K
millimeter wave range a continuum spectrum similar in frequency V visibility, Eq. (52). Is
response to the dielectric loss spectrum of water. The search Vv air volune containing water vapor; Section IV. o

3

for liquid water in clear air led to the .ater-uptake phenomenon total precipitable -star vapor. Eq. (33). on
of aerosol particles. which grow rapidly in moist air with W total precipitable liquid water, Eq. (49). m.
increasing I. This problem has been addressed in the infrared x concentration exponent (0). Eq. (53)
(9.20.23) and deserves further study with respect to Influences y temperature exponent It), Eq. (53)

" on millimeter weves. x frequency exponent Iv). Eq. (53)
p.o; attenuation rats. Eq. (4), din/km

most of the evidence found in parmeterizing EWA data y line width. Eq. (22), G* ls
Ssupports a coodensation phenomenon driven by relative humidity, To Doppler line width. Eq. (20) ° kilff

8,an (a) the nonlinear presure depondence (aerosol growth r provaqstion constant. Eq. (3)

function). lb) the strong negative temperature dependence, (c) C deviation from ideal gas behavior. Eq. (38)
hysteresis effects when cycling the IM. (d) the governing propagation delay time, Eq. (9). ns
variable is relative (M) and not absolute (0) humidity, ar nd time constant for adsorption. Section IV.l., 9
(*I the failure of molecular approaches hypothesizing weakly m tie constant for desorption. Section VV.. a
bonded diners but neither mtchinq the spectral response nor the 9 slant path angle, Section 11, degree
temperature dependece and number concentration necessary. A optical wavelength. Section 111. 0

V frequency, Eq. (3). loz
from a practical point of view, One is looking far inviible o line reson"a me frequency, Eq. 115), Glz

liquid water content in the range IS a 0.02 to 0.2 me when f ater vapor concentration. Eq. (36), g/0
3

VA, I . 100%, which are nosmally known to exist under haze, cloud path-vrged value of 0, Eq. (521, g/m
3

end fog conditions. aut clouds and fog Imply only larger, ap fluctuations of p. Eq. (34). g/m
3

olstically active (t L us) particle sizes. Should the condense- T tranmittance. Eq. (7)
ti hypothesis have merit, then EWA can serve as & trecer to 0 phase rate, Eq. 15). rad/kl
the otherwise not diroctly eccesfible world Of 6tXo9he0ric sub- 0 total phase delay, Eq. (0) rad
micron particles. A systematic NW. study under controlled " sum of, Eqs. (13) end (14)
laboratory coditions of high humidity SIM - 90 to 9.9%) could
reveal vzoth functions for particular aerosol ensembles and Subscripts
elucidate the various stages and time scales that 3620 molecules
undergo in moist air until they beoebarell visible as clusters A aerosol
of , 109 molecules. IS diner

d dry
t absorption lineSSYBOLS AND ACRONYMS L Lai--tain *0
S maximua m

AcroVnW n integer, cluster SIMe

0 initial value
AMS. Air Force Geophysical Laboratory saturation
CBS condensation nuclei v water vapor
C.IPI cloud 'ondenation n elef W liquid water
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o ab

ABSORPTIONOF MILLIMETER TO SUNILLIMETER - b abn
WAVES BY ATM6OSPHERIIC WATER MOLECULES where opI the nmber of molecules in the a-state oar unit

vouea is a space component of the electric dipole
mmet, aI toi the transition frequency between the a-

MassskaMiznhhm me b-sales a for factor given In the aibove formula
tolethe fullnrzan eizo (abbreviated as F-L). Since

Up-usa fC~rd a be suppreseed b cteils ti otwiet r
mia-'emk W theSngl Loreuls (abbreviated as S-L) form factor is

which the second term Le neglected. We tried both P-L end

M~ 4. i~S-L form factors.RacevadA4@h 4 I=We asOO d tat the tTisa iCio frequcies are aill
Independent of presure ad the width paramter Is

using the values of the rotatiama molecular parmetes 2.85 ..
(including centrifugal distortion termsl of the L2 160 a-710 p +P 4.90p )(3

0 0
/T05 ,

* molecule. which can explain 12 observed transbtioeas below
800 Cli:. aUl rotational energY levels with normalized as observed experimentally for some bemae. No quantm

* Boltzmann factors Larger tha 5xl0 a at 300'K are calcu- numnber dependence was asmed.
lated. Probabilities of all possible electric dipole

* trnsitions smoug these states. 2277 lines. are calculated
using the eigonfunctione thus obtained. sd the permanent Result
electric dipole moment of 1.8546 Dobye. Assuming the
single and full Lorentulan Ilne forms. we calculated the Our result. for 300*K, p -760 Tarr. and p - I Tarr
absorption coefficient for millimeter to submillisof - are shown in Table I for soon frequencies up to0 I THz. and
region. Our result. using the singie tae Lorentzis Lime compared with the model attenuation formula (5) Which fits

1%' form, agrees quite well with experiment for 1 Torr of available experimental data. We see chat F-L is below
water vapor in 760 Torr air at 3OO't. ..xperimental. valises, but S-L result ascrtes quitc weil with

Key worde: water vapor. millimeter waves. submtilismeter i-Xisriment.
As La known already. the 2S lines below I Thuz

waves, excess absorption. Lorentziss line form, window cnncritu arnly fll of the ibxorption coefficient in that
regions. r,.xion. out the remaintomnsaaii the so-rled excess

ahsorptlon. lb. simply too accunsulited absorptions at Lhs
hither fre'oitiec transitions lin the "rroont theorv with the

introduction s-L f prm tactor. Fioure 1 shows our omputer ploittings of
rhe water spectrum below 2 tilt usingt Ct S-L fore factor.

Burch (1) o~bserved absorption of millimeter tO sub- anrd it -a alot identical to the see-eroirvical pesctrusn.

m illimeter waves by moiac alr, particularly in the "window ,xcept for the oxygen absorptions whirlh are not cornsidered
, rslons". and found that the experimental values werehe .'

10 l~~~~arger than the Values calculated (or those resonance lines h e &s aclaee. bsrto oefceta

11nelow 1 TWX by a isactor of about two. Such eacewa attenwa- 100*K, p.a 760 Torr. and p - 10 Torr with the S-f. fo.rm
ti*C was confirmed by both laboratory an field experimentsatradswta w
(2) and has been recognized .in numral cjaculsain &a anfatrndswht

emiri al0 ecio ter ()jog .
0 

Tarr) - loga lTarr) + .0227 eonn

where p sthe 3 air pressure in kPa. o ia the water vapor
denaity in g/n * T is the temperature in IS aed v is the heternerature dependence appears; throu2ii both

." .~.frequency 12 G". Soltamn factors and toe wdtn 7atauer. Calculation.

McClatchy and others (4) gavea a list of 1838 B20 lineso widh the S form acto w as mnu de thet 3 p 70Tar

below 31 Tile. based on a rigid body model of the molecule.,n t,- ar adw onsca

adan wsni-sepuicaa formula for the line width*. logo (273*K) - logo (300*K) + 0.103

%~. I- bSP+4~O~w)300/)
0

*'holded for the low frequency region up to 1.50 Cli, and

wher p s te Patia Prssue ofthewaser vpor Libethat the additional term went up to 0.108 around 20O Msu.

wher SAw fie the p aia e prsur o the watr vap o Leb Including the absorptions by the atmospheric oxygen

(5higherreden clalculed es asopon uet moleculee calculations were made for temperatures up to
highr fequncy ise asLOOOK, and we found that the aboptiom in the 200 Gla

regime would be quite low.
n 1 .5ulO 5po(300/T)(v/30)

2

Crane (6) reviewed the situation Presenting more *fohdtmft
recent eXWeImntal data. Akwesot

ofThe auther appreciates the support and encourageent
ofDr. Ri. 1. Liebe during this work. Se also thanks Prof.

Thor K lrota of Institute for Molecular Science, Japan, for

The theory of rotation"l scales of seassmetric to allowing him to complete the manuscript.

molecules is well established (7.8). for the water
molecule R216~0. and Ice istope molecules, Deiucia and References
others (9.10) found eels of value for 11 molecular

= . prtere. includins three rotational constants and eight 1. D. E. Burch, J1. Opt. Soc. As. 58. 1383 (1968).
centrIfusal distortion cowns. biY which all transition
frequencies below 800 Gns thoy observed. could be 2. Reviewed by K. J. Ciebe in "Atime4 .- Le Water Vapor"
explained16. We $i191y tonk chair values of the molecular (ed. A Despak et &I) Aced. Pros .- fork. 1980.

PsrTerm.0 calculasted energy levels up to J - 16. and 3 .W aesi Mtoso xeietlPvte

found th I alStates with normalized Boltmao factors J..Warsi iehd fEprmetlPyi"
larger than 5x10O6 at 300)t (8xI10

6 
at 3131t) were counted (d .C sk)Aa.Poe e ok 96

in. The* hfs spli1ttint-9 were not calculated. bmmt the 4. P.. A. McClatchey et ia Appl. Opt. 1 7 L3517 (1978).
stCatisticeal weights due to the Proton spins wet. taen

into ~ s acon. TefeunisadIntensities of aIL 2277 5. R. .1. Liebe, Radio Seiene* 16, 1183 (1981).

electc dipol tansitions ann these rotational states 6. ft. K. Cranse. Proc. IEEE 69. 196 (1981).
wore calculated using the 9140onfunctions ohtAined above 7 .C as.Py.Rv 4 12)

- , ~~~and the accepted value of the dipole moment. L.854,6 Dmahve. 7 .C ag hs e.3.2. 12)
We then assumed that each line had the Curontana 8. For example, P. C. Cross. ft. N. Hainer, and C. W. King,

form, ma ade them up to obanthe absorption J.Ca.and _,21 14)

9.T .Dsce . eqneR .Cok n .Gry



Table 1. Calculated absorption coefficient at 300*K,
1 Tort of H2160 in air of 760 Torr.
- (

2
.65/

76
0)(p + &.80pw) Cliz

Frequency Calculated Calculated Empirical
(Gil) S-L (dB/ka) F-L (dB/km) (db/ku)

10 0.0082 0.0007 0.015

20 0.028 0.013 0.032
30 0.028 0.006 0.036
40 0.034 0.006 0.065

80 0.071 0.017 0.12
90 0.082 0.022 0.100

100 0.093 0.028 0.104
130 0.13 0.052 0.145
140 0.15 0.065 0.145

150 0.175 0.083 0.170
160 0.22 0.12 0.215
170 0.30 0.24 0.335
180 1.81 1.71 1.96
190 0.83 0.72 0.83
200 0.35 0.24 0.39
210 0.30 0.18 0.34
220 0.30 0.18 0.35
230 0.31 0.18 0.37
240 0.33 0.20 0.395
250 0.35 0.22 0.43
260 0.38 0.24 0.465
270 0.41 0.27 0.51
280 0.45 0.31 0.55
290 0.50 0.35 0.62
300 0.57 0.42 0.69
400 2.15 1.97 2.38
500 7.11 6.9 7.6 "
600 14.4 14.2 17.1
700 7.7 7.4 9.4
800 9.8 9.3 11.9
900 8.95 8.7 11.0

1000 82 82 84

3

I-"or N74 o

T, C "--

Singto * 7r1 an

ILID

Figure 1. Computer plotting of the calculated absorption
coefficient by vater molecules in air.
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5w" 54 15,15 A.4 e in. I lb, n

g, * 2.002025. gp - 2.004838. g,. -0.-)1)126 (4), I~~Me.,..us..i Jhvede ,, Il'ewd irn M~~ SicO. lcd i. 5eetfli

This itc.raction produces the magnetic dipole tralnitions
betwe-i rotational stat-i given by (2), The nmar:x vle nts
of (3). which give intensities of the transitien . are

TRANSPARENCY OF EARTHS ATMOSPHERE IN THlE <nnMlHN pnj-Iu. - su . 1 ( (l ) 2n-l
IREQUENCY REGIO% BELOW I Til-

4 b l(l- _l_ in-l ____-_______

MmlsaUka M im m5" 2

/JUN" afor Afohif eenSm (n.i
t
2

Afyodeejb 0+r*. 4- , 1 (g )-- -2+

243 ( P.m~

. "I.

in addition to the water molecule which we consld red in a 2n-I ,'-i )! _-_(n:-l-

previous paper, the oxygen molecule is taken into account * 0 (2n-l).n
to express theoretically the absorption coefficients of
micro-, millimeter-, and submillimecer-waves by air at
given temperature and pressure. The theory Is applied to Cnn-lljH -n-Zn-M 1, • 1% a_(g)-h 1 ((p+gN)
each layer of the U S Standard Atmosphere. and the result- n -iP
ing absorption coefficients are integrated foit altitude 2n-l
from 0. 2. and 41 km to 80 km to obtain the transparency of +n-_ g -9i -)_______
earth's atmosphere. 1 p (2n-l),(n-l)(2n-3)

Key words: trxasparency, absorption coefficient, oxygen 2 %

molecule, water molecule, U S Standard Atmosphere. n mIHps 
n 'Zn

-
l
4 B, 11mian hbn_ I)(g.g'1P)

1 - i.L-I

bsor tion of Micro-, Millimeter-. and Submillimeter- -- i - anlh0~1 tun-l5
W a v e s b y t h e W a t e r (o -u l i n -l )

In a previous paper (1) we calculated all rotational whore each Ajanestate &s expressad as IniMe. The value oi
states up to j1 6 of the water molecule. using known rota- the S quantum numoer is l .azed As I.

Stineal and centrifugal distortion constants. and all posi- The widths of the microwave lines of the olvren mole-
hI electric dinoic transicLons amoel these states. 2177 yule are maswred (7) to be 2. "Wit/Torr and nearly indepen-

ainui. Tt ua. .in that the ahyortto- o cicro-. ellit- d-.nt of the quantum numbers. The widths Or the 430 ind 760
mter. and sunmillieter-wave% bv 1 Torr of water vapor in (.H2 ilne. are not measured vet. hut we %implv assume that
air of 760 Torr, 300 K could be explained if we assumed i1 ovygen Lanes have the tull-Lorentxtan line shape with
that each of these lines had Lorentzian line shape with a comn width 2.3,50r0/T M.z/Torr. The absorption coefficient
comm width parameter determined by experiment on some of for a typical cas of 760 Tot, 300 K air with 1. Torr of
them. It was seen that the single-Lorentizian line shape water vapor is calculated considering the oxygen and water
gave almost complete agreement with empirical values of the molecules in this wvy. The result is shown ir Fig. 1.
absorption coefficients, while the full-Lorentxian line
shape gave calculated values about 1/3 less than the empir-
ical values, which was actually not so bad considering 4
large ucertainties in the empirical values.

In the present calculation we take the full-Lorentzian
line shape since it has better theoretical foundation than &
the single-Lorentzlan line shape. I .

Rotatlonal Transitions of the oxygn molecule (X -)

The microwave spectrum of the oxygen molecule, 160.,

in its electronic gromad start. I 
3
Zj. haa been messurea

carefully (2-4). and the most recent measurement by End.
. "and Misushime (5) Is shown to be reproduced by the follow- 4%L

Ing Hamiltonian
H - IN

2 
- DN

4 
+ (2/3)(X(3SZ-5

2
) 4 (I/2)A,(K

2
(3SC

2
-

S2)+(3S
2
_s 

2 )N 2 
) + (1/2) DO(N (3 C2_3

2
)+(3S 2-S2)

N )) + yN-S + yDN 4.S (1) _

0.00 0.20 040 0.80 5. 0
with propter values for the pareeters, , D* I, A DO, y, PRlO. {T4 1)
and yD

The resulting elgenstates can be expressed in terms
,tOf the e4enstste of 52, S

2
. J

2  
and J5 operetors, fSJN-. Figure 1. Computer plotting of the absorptioncoefficient by sir of 760 Torr, 300 K with

ln : a I1 .%JMs + b j .2JM, when J-.1 1 Torr water vapor.
lni> - S,NJI - bI14-2,,'r when JN

In.'i - INI-s when J-9 (2) Transparency of the U S Standard Atmospnere

C where S is not shown explicitly since It is fixed as 1. and Typical values of temperature and pressure at ,ach
a, and I are roefficients determined for each J. altitude of earth', atmosphere are given in the U S Stand-

The Interaction of the aonetic moment of this mule- ard Atmosphere. We apply the above explained ethod of

cule with external field 5 is given () hv computing tie sorption cov licxent to each I.aver Of LIe
5* Ii. S. Standard Atmosphere and then intetrated then nver the

,g ' .t. (S S a. . ) - N'1) (3) altitude up to 80 km (top of the meosphere) to obtain the
V transparency,

;here u. is the bohr aganeton, .. Is the molecular axis, '0 to
S r

. . and trannparenev a exPi- A.ih) (h)

X

The lower limit of the integral. x. Is chosen to be 0, 2,
and 4 lm in the computations, results of which are shown in
Fig. 2a. 2b, and 2c, respectively.
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aaw
tN I 4tS 11It isasausmd. i this calcularian. that eathesi ~ ~etaoaphere contains 20.9n? of l

6
o2 at all altitudes. The""

• ***. maturatioo pressure of water vapor deersases rapidly as h

Table 1. Saturation Vapor Pressure (Torr) as
& function Of Altitude in U S Standard Atmosphere.

0.00 o.2o 0.40 0.0o 0.sO 1.00 km n 1 2 3 1, 5 7.

FREQ. (THM Torr 12.79 8.33 5.29 3.14 1.91 1.09 0).58 0.29

8 1 11 11-24 25-27 29-24 i'

Figure 2a. Transparency of the U S Standard 0.15 0.08 .J3 0.02 0.03 0.04 .05

Atmosphere at 0 km altitude in 0 to 1 THs. at chI r,ropnusc(
2
f ,1 ,. a , that watr v.wor rist

only in .Ltitudes i),Iow 20 km. and that thu h.'ditv .ta%
,. constant Iroa 0 to 20 in, to .mplify computation. The

humiditv In this sense is taken as 0Z. 10Z. 501, and 1007
in Figs ., tnrooph 

2
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Revised
qub 4. be.. .H. 26

1kmo.. J-w.1 WIn W uh-l Wva.- V., J. f. 2. a (dimerm, clusters. etc.) might be Involved. Results for M.
from controlled laboratory experiments in the 14.0 044:
windowi are reported which help to clarify the water Vapor
excess problem.

%THE ATMOSPHERIC WATER V~APOR CONTINUUM Water Vapor Millimeter Wave Spectroscopy
BELOW 30SGHe Water in both vapor end liquid states obocures the

millimeter wave transparency of the troposphere. Frequency
dependence and magnitude of M20 attenujation arm both

Tecmmwraa~fv~nsdistinctly different fo h em Ua)asre thicknees

U ~~~ ~ ~ *. I Dplm /C - M.

It 'wOctoberll. IM6 - 3 0I"5.,

iAsolute attesation rates due to water vapor and moist NIS I I.,z I -I..
nitrogen have been masurad In the laboratory at 136 G~s.1
282 and 300 K. pressures up to 1.5 aitoo and relative Ixaid- .
iis from S0 to 100 percent. The computer-controlledT

measauring system Is comprised of a millimeter wave resmn
once spectrometer (0.15 be effective path length) and a _
humidity simLator. Several shortcomings of earlier sests-

* urement attempt have been tecthiid. The data are inter-
pered as a water vapor continuum spectrum consisting of 40
two terms, naely strong self-broadening (1120-1120) plusI
foreign-gas-broadening (R20-N2,) contributions. Implies-

N tines of the new results for modeling atmospheric 011
* window transparencies and for revising established 1120 line

broadening theory are discussed.

Kay Words: Atmopheric radio wave propagation; high-Ahumidity spectrometer; millimeter wavelength 4 6 9u 8t,
region; water vapor continuum absorption p~FIjXQUE Y f, GSz

Figure 1. Normalized specific 1120 attenuation over
the frequency range 5 to 1000 G~z for five phase States:
water Q rain Q suspended hydrometeors Q moist
air (S1 (numbers show indicate sel0cted 820 attenut-

2The work was supported in part by the U.S. Army Research tion peaks),* and pure water vapor
"4Off ice under Contract ARO 101-83.Q

Introduction Waster vapor attenuation me depends an absolute bmdt

Killimerter wave propagation through the atmospherre is - ~ gm 3
affected by meteorological phenomena such as humidity, fog# hr steprilvpr rsuei i 0e a
clouds. end precipitation. System applications require a weeai h ata ao rsueI f 0a n
detailed laowladge of stmoapheric propagation limitations 0 - 300/1 is a relative Inverse torpersture Perlmutter.

F and their dependency upon relevant meteorological patina- Water vapor pressure a is limited by relative humidity
.. .. ters. The influence of the intervening amosphere uponn . 46.Ss 5103 10(.834e-10) 100oz . (4)

radio waves can be quantified by a propagation modal. In
clear air . water vapor and oxygen absorption cause fro- The attenuation a has its origin in asaorption lines of
quancy-depeniet msgal atte~nation, propagation delay, ray the nolecule 520.w to principle. as can be evaluated from
bending. end amedius noise. Prediction of these propagation a lin-by4ine summation Of all lIne features, each con-
effects is accomplished by a broadband model. Of the complex tribution at a given frequency as prescribed by a line
refractivity N (1). To cover frequencies up to 300 Gia. a shae" function F(f). Seven raerted 320 line data baoom
reliable expression for N requires moe than 200 coeff i- (La) are index*& In Table 1.
cisats. The refractivity N is formulated in units Of PartsTbe1uvial aaha"fr80asrto ieper mollione (ppm) end consists of three components TbeI vial aabsefrU0asetn ie

5 - No + D(f) + Jr"(f) ppm ID frequency lWamer searhsf
0 ~~cutoff of lines (a) _________

where X Is the frequency independent refractivity, end f
0(f) ej N-(f) are feunydpdntdispersion end1.1 37 850 AMTp
absorption toerm arising from the molecular spectra Of B20 53655 I.Tp
a nd 02. 1.3 so 2277 lertisel Spacer. 1

P ,The specific races of tb* propagation -edim are power Los 1 30(+1 Wd aroimtio 1.2
attenuation 1.6 . 17 

30
m.'c Wspr sit

n 0lSOfr~) I/m U)L5 25 335 Rotational Spect. r2 27

addlyThe extreme law frequency wings of about 1S0 SArrORger (I-e..Li dla at vmore then 105 t~mes the Valua of 5,, at 100 Ca) lime
6 3.3361%~ D (f) I pa/k. (2) belo 12 Tls maks contributions In the MTR range. SL39 dii..

ferent standard line *hape functions 7(f) are available t
5 "I %. herethefreuenc f s inomis o Cia asesstheme contributions. Typically, the shape functionsp areg gond by two spectroscopic parameters: line tenter

%ilmtrwv ae ao t frequency va and width T. An additional Partmcr I we
u. P, This paper addresses slmmtr-AGwerVpra-Introduced for covering awide spectral range, which i

tsnustion rates. There has been a long-standing discralp- defined by
ancy between theoretical spectroscopic predictions and V ZTh 21/ RL_ experimental data obtained from both laboratory and field a~, 9~4 eesurenets (3,'). marked differences; occur In the window
ranges located around 35. 90. 140. anid 220 CRa (2).* where (4b, 4h). When these shop* functions are noxmali55d to

exeimtal attenuat ion exteede the theoretital vales. unity at the Center v, the fumctionai dapendence gives
3 Sic excess factors between 2 and 5 are Involved, It has In Table It are obtained.

.*a heow speculated that unidentifibed absorber@ related to 320
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Table 111. Theoretical EHY water vapor continuum
Table 11. Nlormalized pre% sura- broadened line shape coefficients (Eq.6)

fntosLine Shape k X(V) Y(T) tiff)

PICK 0.0014. 1.00 2.0 2.5 S
Normliization: 0- a..GFMz) for a single line, ftMI,24 0.006'. 1.01 L.4. 2.1

7. RFL 0.01.2 1.02 1.4. 2.0
a v/Vo . b yv * c-f/vo SL 0.06'. 1.05 1.2 1.2

The functions were tested for finite Integrated

F~a) 610 3 f . 0 to -) line absorption to decide which shape is most
__________________________ 5 ~Plausible. A 1halted-ranget nuierlcal Integration resulted

a *.7 in residuals.

S a2 .2. .2j-1 1.9 6 - (1/12) F()dz-l (7)

In 2.(.+_.2j.1 _j2+(_)j _0.001 0.001.
ft.-. It. folw (Ca Tab-l) 11 thtsle eiaesnsdr

0a .
2

S2 
j2,1+(l.2)2/4j-1 . (pL~) -.'02al omteiel6 .BsdanE.o) hesae W

WWI e&D "C can not be considered valid intensity deacrip-

Vw a .22 t2()1l+
2

(h)~
1  

637 termOf a prsuebodn ieover a ride frequency

expecting thes; to predict eight signifIcant orders of
MRC (01)a 8.2 attenuation race.

W~V (VI)jtah(ba)Itanh bumz 16.6 Water Vapor Continuum Absorption t.p

SL - short Lorenrzien Fn - full Lorgiatiin, The attenuation rate a due to a single line is calcu-
CI - Gross, VWI - Van Vlsck-Wliskopf, lated with Eq.(l), where the product of strength S endMGRK modified 01, MVII - modified VII (10). shape F defines

The Intensity distribution of a strong U20 line was X"(f) - SF(f) ppo U
traced with the shape functions listed in Table 11 end
the exmple Is exhibited in Figure 2. W~ithin the line core. The line properties are formuJlecod In Ref.(l) at 0 -I
that is F(z) 16- or az 0.8 to 1.2, all shapes are alike (300 X) b? a set of spectroscopic coefficients bj to b:.
end it In inconsequential which one is used. On the other In the Low frequency far wing (y< f<<v ), any of the the*-
hand, far-wing intensities depend very much on the chosen retical line shapes in Table 11 is proportional to the
frequency distribution function. For example, the relative width Y. however, tndividuai continuum shape approximations
contribution of the line shown In Figure 2 can vary at F cf 0)
L00 OHX over a range IOICI):7(SL).

% 0

'.ty/v I O1.l. Y/v. ( SL 1
ISO ON. Ipredict successively higher eontributines (see Fig. 2,

T. ~3~t Table 1x1).

-I Zn order to formulate the contionm a (10j. 6, Table W?)
a a wsu Of lSn Is" %s describe& by litb~ TL cm CK

,, .4 - - - -- ispe. the following assumptions have to be usd about
Z !strength ad width of a "equlvalsmit' line shove I Tla:

% -5 iee x p (bC4)-b,.9J
1  

a~s (10)
wherb 2 .0 n

4ft I - . (11
to Z:

I0 ~! ' */man qa.(l), (8) to (11) leand to the exprosalm

Io Cder, s - 0.73f 2es-e + pe02 * a I lbIa'j)i C12)

The*lb eot~mi specrum censit of a self b&e eming team

NOR M.ZEDli UECY(_C a
2
) ead & foreigm-gsal-broadeaig torm (- a).

Figure 2. Normalized pressure-broedened line shapes % a fe)
7  

0he *(S
F(z (see Table 11) applied to a Single B20 line. beafficlasts and temerature efesoar e polamd by Uns
The line in actually centered at v. m 1669.907 CHI: shalpe theary am follow%:
with a peak attenuation rate a0 - 2.3 - 105 d3/lo=
in se~a level air (e - 1,v - 1 gj/U) k* . rjtlf 2  

(bbs/9Q)I kf .(6

The LII? (30 to 300 G~x) propagation modeol developed y -s 2. or 7, 1.5 .(1S)

by us (1) uses for reasons of computational economy 30
local H..0 Lines below I Is: (IS, Table 1). A theoretical Tbs ratio
41jesmeat Of EU? attenuation 0 + wa0 copiis / 1 -dSC~) (16)
on the basis of L.53 by subtracting the line contributions
below I THs free all 2277. The far-wing contributions is the prstr-raeigefficiency of VMre water po
from pressure-broadened lines above 1 lii are then fittcd with referm=ce to dry air or nitrogen, as determined free
below 3110 ONZx to a water vapor continuum absorption UWSIAeurenInt in Line COres (15).

%' a, - k(p/Iol)vNIy(f/IOO)U dI/Im. (6) There is ample evidence (4a. 10, 12) that is the 20I
N. range. besides local lines, the low freq-ecy wing of the

where p is dry air pressure in hi's. One recognises ex- complete self-broadened rotatioal 1120 spectrum is wuch
ponents lor vapor concentration Ws, temperature (y),* and stronger than predicted by Eq. (U2). A careful review of

. feun~ u)dnecs.Apligvtushaefn-170 continuum absorpt ion be Burch (10). Inlcluding all of
ti COns (Table 11) to L13 led to the results sumanri--d In his reported date, uncovered incresoea of the broadenig .

Table 111. he expected, the scale, factor k varies over a efficiency in the f ar wings of lines ranging between a a
wille range. Also, One nlotices that all three exponents 20 at 100 GH&msad a 50S at 30 Cfs (sea Later. Table IV).
are influenced by the selected shape function.
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The laboratory experiment described in the next section
was prepared to mesure abboluta attefluatiofi rates 4 at
three 2117 window frequencies (i.e.. 92. 138. and 220 G s)

J under coanditio reaching Water vapor Saturation. Ab-
sorption by nelghbortn lines i. small, so that to first
order a -, Attenuation data are expected to behave ,,
predicted b4 Zq.(13). The ongoing experimental studies areC34
saied at securing accurate coefficients k *kf. and y. o
wall as looking for possible anomalies not supported by the
pressure-broadened rotational spectrum of the 1120 molecule.
The last section of this paper presents first attenuation
results obtained at 138 GHs and discusses their lplica-
times to WI propaation modeling.MO

Millimeter Wave Spectrometer

Coentrolled mer*imnts that simulate atomphawlr
conditions provide test coanes for studying specific coutri- e
but na to N in isolatiog. Agaenmeor of basic physical

. principles underlying the attanuation ra e a are difficult on
to make from tourt in the actual ataphere. as-
liability, precision. and ... I of Supporting mteorolosi-
cal data compramle the quality of moat field observations. *
The expected EF windam attenuation is lo ta a spectra-
a.oplc seesa (<10 dR/h) and requires 1ong path lengths
(100 a) for a reliable detection. A seni-confocal Fabry- Figure 4. Schematic of high-humidity millimeter wve Spec-
Pdrot resonator with a high Q value (437.000 at 138 aHx)
offered a good compromise between cmpactnees and datection trastar and couputer-contralled dat acquisition aystem.
sensitivity. The coemputer-controlled mesuring *ystm
consists of the mill1mater wava resonance spectrometer and
a huidty simulator. An insulated box contains a high- Uer-friendly software allovs the choice of several laes
vacuum stainless steal ve el which haue a temperature- of continuous operation over tine scales froe one minte to

" -" . controlled mini-lake (10 cm across) And the radio test path many days. The resonance signal that carries the absorp-
(ses Figure 3). Signals at frequencies between 30 ad 300 tion information is detected with a digital vaveform en-
Me cam be empLoyed over equivalent free-space path lengths lyzer. The analyzer performs the following tasks under

Sbetween 500 and 50 a; tmeracurea are cotrolled to better computer control: averaging (I to 100 ). baseline normal-
d % then 1100 of a degree Celsius. pressure ranges over seven iation. peak value (P-P) and bandwidth (5U) measurements.

orders of magnitude (102 to l0-S kPa); ad relative hulid-
t ity is varied betwen 0 and 100 percent. Detection Principles

SchematLcal diacrm of physical (Figure 3) and *lec-
creote (Figure 4) arrangements coavey an overview of the The dien les comlex refractivity N is a macro-

-. experiment. Quass-etatic diffusion Sixtn ma Chosen to stpic measure of the interaction between Ras moLeculas and
N .. generate wall defled bumidities Inside the spectrometer w-evee. Real aMd Imaginary parts are related by the

call. A teperature controlled water reservoir serves as Kramre-Kronig formula. The response curve of a san-filled
the vapor source. Electropolished stainless steel was used tesonator is
excisively as construction aterial. Various hydrophobc
coatings were studied as possible mes for nuutra n a(f) Q + J2[(f/f(17)
the absorptiondleorpt to eyce ao surfaces exposed to ater
vapor ('d). but were abandoned in favor of elightly heating where Q is the loaded Q-value, fR is the resonance frequency
the mirrors. Four fast-responding (t < Is) temperature of the evacuated resonator, and a Q-value of the gas is de-
senso0rs inside the cell diatnose any disturbance of the saa fined by
equilibrium. Data ecquisition is computer-controlled.;Q, -'- 91021 - f /a. -06/2v, .  (13)

Ce Pft~f- Two sodas of spectrometer operation follow from tq. (17)A. WMANJ whem the evacuated resonator is slowly subjected to a gas

r Mpressure P:

IL. I ~Absorption Moda. The resonator is mmpt periodicallyfe e across its resonance fR in order to measure m. Theto" shf.ags.Y shape of the response cu , Eq.(17), appears as a Pulse

series a(t) when rectified with the detection law . The

PUMP P 1'*" decrees In the maximm amplitude a (P -0) at f to
00 Ge MP- :T values a1 (P) is sensed by a peak dotectot. The Itt ustiomW 07411. N~ rate is obtained from

,.'.0 to -€ 30 7 % .34 3 1[(s o/ le ) WII 1/8,. u- y5, n = -l]/L1t  dR/,-, , (19)

-'- % is,-807) rel.. where the effective path length in given by
%*~0 P~5 P -p.0**,s1tape -~'*1

5
0f. h

"0".'02.11 • W dMM "low. it - 4.71 - OQ/fK 100 (20)

pofilFrom a(t), the peak detector record. an abeorption pressure
profile

'" SI aP 0 a/{a(P)L,/.343J . 1 ' (21)

where the total pressure P - a, p ia measured and the
.TImexpected attenuation rate a is predicted by Eq.(13). A

" \ \digital waveform processor (see Figure 4) resolves amplitude=4o..tchanges to about 0.1 percent. allowing a detection sonl-
as: 0 a ,0 30 J 40 9fRI

ABSOLUTE HIUDITY v,g/m
3  

%in

(ea.. F R * 138 Clz, 0 - 437000, gra 0.05 d/ka). (22)
S ..'Figure 3. Cross-section of millignotor

wvave reonrace spectrowtr nd bui lt- n Refraction node. To easure V', the shift in resonance

humidity generator. Note three different, frequency by a small amount to f., is trackd and retraction

extremely stable temperature zones. TI(I) Is given by

to T3(03). Relative humidity inside the 10 * IfR - fN(I)J/fi ppm. (23)
.. A cell is (Eq. 4): log (M) w
.. 2-9.834 (01 - 02) 

+ 5 (loge - 10802) %. requency changes of fR can be co nsated with the tunin-
0 . Absolute humidity v Is Shaun in the disgram. mcrometer. allowing a'reolution of v', OD 0.6 pps.
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^k06 Wes 4 .eeo wIls ".H. Aftaomsqba- %too t. (sno mum, 221

*SloecflCetIonq for the 138 0Ht Test Series Tempurtturv eupenuenrc Is another diagnWOstiC 11hiCh

Resoato. fa~y-04tt rs letion tye, mal-onfcalca bu used to utapport tne theoreticalinuteroretattont OfResoato. Pbry-dro re lecion;yp~ sei-cnfoalcontiuoum attenuation &n terms of nolei-uiar 1120 linearrangement. 10 as mirror diameter. 20 cm spacing; =icro- broadening. A *eries of plire water vapor preosure, bcsWmotor tufting: 0.3175 maizurn with 1.3 -10 L m resolution; was m"do at I - 282 1 (see figure 5). Touprature limitedCCMM tiecosans______ls;culigcofi of these data Aild (copar withar fit5

0.7- double Plylar vacosam/presere oewl. y-3511(6

Exc M iaion. ceneri requy; -.oulpae kl0 ron w served in earlier laboratory (10 to 17. 23. 24) and field
withstailied entr fequncy;wee rae: 0 H, seep(4d, 4.) experiments. A selected ravil.w of Laboratorywidth 7 gfs or 19600 us; ref lected signal off-rasonence: data is given in Table IV. The following approximate re-150 MV.

lationa can be deduced from this data body:
Detecti. ItabumWe Schottky dioe (6 - 2) with % . kfg + o p/gN) (ibewelns)

precision attensaor for d3-caJabrstion; resonance sal w o .a 2(xldn h 77Czdt)
Peak fonaltivlity (Eq.22):- 2 0.05 d~iba; accuracyt batter *f (aluigte6.rgsda)
them ! 10 percent fag sol dz/bhe, a - /f 0 .5  (see lef. 10);

oata Muse An exmle of sameauif water vapor atenus- y - 5.5 (for the 110 GRAz data).
tiseam, by detecting tha reeonance peak elsal at (Pk) with Abaolute data on 3ae difficult to obtain. In spite of
reference to vacuum (a ) is shown in Figure S. Relative existing Inconsistencies. our data lend support to -he
humidity Wee tancasedofro Sit - 90 to 100 percent over a hypothesis that far-wings of self-broadensd H,0 lines
tw-hogr period by raising the water temerature from 6.8 centered above 1 THls are probably the major suc o hto 8.4 C. Condensing water vapor added several tenths of Eff continuum (10). Line shape theory needs to be revised
a degree to the cell temerature; however. at 11

0
C the to account for the minute (4 16' the value at line center)

mirors remaaned free of condensation. Some of the date c00tributeas in the extreme low frequency winge of
scatter wae ceused by drift effects of the spectrometer. pressura..broadened lines located above I Tiz in the rats-
The calibration of al with AT (soe Figure 4) determines the tion&L 11:0 spectrum (4b, 4ih, 9. 21. 22).
dl-scale and is completed by a measurement of the Q value

viathebanwidh o th reonace.Table IV. Leboratory results for water vapor attenuation
afitted to Eq. (13) yielding the coefficient ks end

Results and Discussion bodnn fiiny
3

f k' Us roadening T 1.
Experimental Rsultas Agent -

Pressure scene of the attenuation rate a,., due to 8:0 0HZ dB/(he kPa 2)
abaorption wae mae at the frequency fl - 138.2 GHz.

4First, pure water vapor pressure 4 wee Increased to a 31 0.011 490 Air 318 Li
constent relative humidity AN. adjusted for values between 6?.7 0.16 44* Air 283 24
80 end 100 percent. Then nitrogen wee injected to aimaLate
mist sir. although X12 broadens water vapor Lines 1.094 110 0.12 35* Air 304 24
more effectively then dry air (15). The test frequency f, 110 0.16 35* Air 292 23
falls into an tiFf window wbere little attenuation by local 110 0.21 35 Air 2714 26
lines Ie expected (sea tq.27). .A summary of reduced and 138 0.197 26.3(29) N,(Air) 300 this-
calibrated data Is shown i-1 Figure 6. A data fit to 138 0.25 - - 282 paper
Eq. (1

3
) at 300 K enounted to

0 .197c z , O.0OS0ep dI/ho r24) 213 0.62 24* 1.2 320 4g. 17
345 2.4 1.5 24 W 2 300 19

resulting In .11 2.9 0.8 18 U 2 300 19

a 26.3 *Ln .(25) 667 4.1 21.1 9.6 !, 300 19

*'The broadening efficient" is detormined by pressaure 883 S. 2 :1.4 9.4 1 0.9 n., 300 19
pairs el and Pg-point3 w .rc aer v~ipor attenuationa
(q 02) and moist nitrotufn attenuation (aL P(s-iV3 are equal. out fit to reported raw data

Attenuation at points A (2.40 d3A'm. e - 3.49 4k.Z3 and 5 8----r
- (5.10 Missh. P a 106.7 kPal was studied with special care.

Point A wae stabie over a .0-hour period and Independent 5 Moiat Nitrogen
of the water valve position topenlclosed), provided a13. R
alight mirror hosting (lu) was epplied. Increasing the30K
mirror heating to 514 (400C did not change the result.
Strang anomalies (condenslation effects). a n the other t-.9
hand, were observed when the mirror heaters were off. Ata 428X
point 5 a very long mixing tita (several hours) has to be

-. * allowed when the water valve is opened against 110 kPs
nitrogen. Faster mixing occurs when nitrogen is blended
with water vooor already filling the cell.3

as 1l.102 kae .i WS

2 - -----

i~5~ i sosi~ i.~':~ 7~nSCAL~,.e

Figure S. Exmle of a tie series data plot from five Vapor Pressure a s0 75 100
instrueints. reading camerturet T2 -mirror. T3.4cell center end bottom. Q1 s water; and peak signal Pk TOTAL PRESSURE P. kPs
(water 0uper &be@rptian). The sequence covers a two-hour 7igure 6. Pressure dependence of specif ic attenuation
period du fag which water -spor enturation wee schirred by a due to water vapor (a) and moist nitrogen (P a&

* ~~equalising the temerature of 6.- C between cell (T 5,. suted at 138.2 a n eaiv uiiis from U * 80
.5 ,nd water (Ql). CAL. - calibrtaion points foreat Wd) W

(m), ref eree pewer. and sicroetar setting. to 100 percent.
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% ater Vaor Continuum and E!!r Propazatlcn iodeijrt tummary
-- .5 A b s o l u t . a t t e u ~ t .o n -r & a , '.a v e b ec m e s r e d 1 A

* Ihe experimental tesult at 138.2 Ca fo t nitro- the laboratory for ater vapor a.d tor nixtures of
R nen attenuation (Eq.2

4
) has been incorporated into the E vapor and nitrogen. s.n.- latl ; =olst air. :.tiLa1 studies

%..' . propagation model that is based upon L5S (1.25). Raducing were perored at 1, Caz. two tmperatures (232 anr
the ep-tcrm by 9.4 percent for air-broadening and subtract- 300 K). partial vapor presaures up to saturation (1.10 and
in& line contributions due to LBS. 3.48 kPa), and total pressures up to 160 kPa. Praliminary

a IM35 .. 13 2 results ware acquired for preasre and temperature depend-
Sa1 (UBS) 1.94 10

-  
p + 0.0093 * dIIh. (27) osHe of a, The data behaved In a fashion similar to

that e pected from 2R,0 i.ne-brosoenln theory (1q.13).
gias the pressure dependence of continuum attenuation as Ezcept for a strong sa-lf-brosaning component (- e).

no additional 4nomalous beharvio( was observed--even ata o t"686 .10
- 3 

ep, + 0.194 2 4/10. (28) aturation pressures (a , 100 )-contrary to findings by

a atother workers (4.17, etc.). ofnig
Adding frequency and temperature depeadences to Eq. o(
leads to a moist air continum spctrs for L3.33 modeled by norce weouilarydutfam oaabIn out cae. w ol lal dniyaoaosa

sorption behavior (a.&. , unusually high rates, atreme(cepcr + cPp)f 10
-  

ppm. (291 temperature dependences, hysterees in presmure and ten-
perature cycles) as being lnstr mental, that is comdenas-The coefficients for Eq.(29) are chasm according to the tin effects on the millimeter wave-active parts of the

' following schom: spectrometer. Considerabl efffort had to be expanded
.y C, y* Remark before the instrument produced coesietent, reproducible

__________________ oettts.
% Old 1. 0 3.1 0 1 ;auc-Reitfeataen

I A water vapor cosc'-at X" was forl lated for the ERF
. o propagation model (1.25) in orler to supplement contribu-

'. . Te•stioo s fro 30 9,0 lines belov .lTH. At 138 GU. the
Th e "new" continum spectrum is dif ferent from varts other local line f ur'nish 40 percet to air-btoadenint but only
empirical forms (sulmarized in Table V) w'hih hawe been pro- percent to self-broadening cf the water vapor attenus-
posed. tien a . Prctical Lmplicatic.- of the continuum to

* propagation modeling are not t-o serious. Up to huaidi-
.. { . Table VI coepares the implications of the old and the ties of v * 10 ,/=3. the wide, used enpirical Caut-new continuum for the case of predictinq zamta attanu s - Reifenatin continuum i., is r-*ughl7 confirmed. At4 - on Aid&) through a model atmosphere. hiher values, increases over :he C1 contnum and a

nonlinear dependence on absolute humidity are predicted.

Table V. Experimental water vapor continuum coeffic.ent The paper is a revised ersion of a presentation made

(Eq.6) raported by other workers (2). at the URSI Com. F 1963 Symposium 426). The author wishes
J-.to thank K. C. All,= for proeroanc the line shape modela.

* , " 0. H. Layton for designing the data acquisition system.
k z(v) Y(T) (f) Local Lines f, n , ef and V. Wolfe for aseit with the aesuremnts and data

0.023 1.00 2.1 2.50 NW 50 to 500 10 evaluation.

0.039 1.05 3.0 2.40 C 20 to 350 is
0.049 1.00 2.1 2.00 VW 15 to 500 (5)
0.061 1.00 2.1 1.22 GI 150 to 410 21

a() Gut-Rlfenstein smodel (1).

Table VI. Cosparleon of zenith attenuation A(dB) predicted
for a synthetic atmosphere (300!. July) by amployg the
WOF Propastion Model (1,25) with old (Gaut-elfastela)

and new (Eq.29) water vapor canttnm formulations.

"5 , 0556 1as 0.5 Usessm mm IiSh

zomeaed e44s Uam" Atmoss Ve 01.35 we. 1. - 3Ki.5 .

It 3 ,a Lesels. b -,0 to be.

Intgruated waer, Vamp V - 5.69 70.25 m

flssnsat%.1 tamoh LE 2427.3 2716.0 an

700020(a) A2EWA0aI m) Arno(al

S- 30.00 .3 .61 .12 .V2
33.00 .63 .43 .14 .00
40.00 .30 .83 .91 LU
4-.00 1.13 1.13 1.27 1.52
50.00 2.13 2.39 2.2" 2.41
$5.06 20116 28. 28.34 2S.7
30.00 14.08 148.94 14.09 149.41
'..00 13.87 23.84 24.1 24.60
7-.00 3.10 3.24 3.40 4.13

.75.00 2.42 2.40 2.75 3.30
009 2.30 2.44 2.72 3.45

8.00 1.44 1.36 1." 3.71
90:00 2.0 2.7 3.14 4.0".00 2.% 3.06 3." 4.47

200.00 3.22 2.37 2.79 4.9"
105.00 3.50 3.74 4.20 5.47
i11.00 4.07 4.24 4.75 6.14
1d.0 5.A7 5.6 6.23 7.7
120.0 11.89 12.09 12.73 14.30i12.00 3.)l 3.61 6.31 9.10

.5 i2.00 5.13 5.42 4.32 8.41
230.0 5.) 3.75 6.32 8.46
135.00 5.92 6.23 7.03 0.13
14i.00 . 3 6.11 7.46 9.02
.I43.00 7.03 7.33 3.41 10.01
Io50. 7.75 3.07 9.32 11.91

mi' am ad m
% ~
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